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The first part of this thesis is to study the warranty problem. We 
introduce an extended warranty model which includes a free repair pe-
riod and an extended warranty period, and consumers have choices to 
extend at the end of free repair period. Different choices will have dif-
ferent cost implications for consumers and manufacturers. The exact 
expressions for the expected cost over one cycle, the total expected dis-
counted cost, and the long-run average cost per unit time are derived. 
Then the optimal policies for the consumers and the manufacturers 
are determined accordingly. 
The maintenance problem for a two-unit redundant system will 
be the theme of the second part. It is a natural extension of one-
unit system. The replacement policy based on the number of fail-
ures is studied. In modeling the sequences of operating times and 
repair times, we assume that they form respectively non-increasing 
and non-decreasing geometric processes. In particular, the model for 
two identical units with exponential operating time and repair time 
is investigated. Moreover, an algorithm is suggested for finding an 
optimal policy in the policy class {N, N). These results agree with 
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Two problems in probability modeling will be studied in this thesis. First of 
all is the analysis of warranty policies. The role of warranty in product marketing 
has been becoming more and more important in the twentieth century. Most of 
the consumer products are now sold with (limited) warranties. Product warranty 
is not only important to consumers for protecting themselves from unreliable and 
defective products. It is also a advertising tool for the manufacturer to generate 
sales and compete with other manufacturers. 
A warranty is a contractual obligation incurred by a manufacturer in con-
nection with the sale of a product (see Blischke and Murthy [6], p. 2). From the 
consumer's point of view, product warranty is any compensation or remedy from 
the manufacturer, in the form of money-back guarantee, item replacement or free 
1 
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item repair when the product fails to perform its intended function under normal 
use. On the other hand, product warranty is the degree of willingness that the 
manufacturer will be responsible for any unexpected failure of their products. 
Product warranty has often cost implications to both the manufacturer and 
the consumer. Studies on warranty costs are therefore necessary so the manu-
facturer can assess the costs incurred and determine whether it is worthwhile to 
sell products with warranty. The consumer may be eager to know which manu-
facturers are providing better warranty terms and how to choose among different 
warranty policies with highly diverse terms. 
Warranty policies may depend on the nature of the product and its intended 
use. Here we may concern those warranty policies dealing with home appliances. 
The results are also applicable to other consumer products. Two broad classes 
of policies has been studied so fax. Free replacement warranty (FRW) provides 
product replacement or repair by the manufacturer, at no cost to the consumer 
for a limited period of time from the time of initial purchase. Under a pro-rata 
warranty (PRW), the defective product is not replaced free of charge but at a cost 
proportional to the working age of the product. 
Extensive research work has been done on the analysis of these two policies. 
Blischke and Scheuer [7] attempted to derive the expressions for the expected 
costs over the product life cycle, from both manufacturer's and consumer's point 
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of view. The price at which the consumer is indifferent to buy a warranted and 
an unwarranted product was also examined. Special attention was devoted to 
analysis of renewal function for the random variable representing the time in-
terval between item purchases in [8]. Mamer [20] obtained an integral equation 
for the short-run total cost and exact formulas for long-run average cost under 
both policies. Moments of replacement costs to the buyer were then derived by 
Bacler and Sahin [3]. Life distributions varying with time were also considered 
under PRW. It can be seen that FRW is favorable to consumer at the expense 
of manufacturer while PRW protects manufacturer from full liability to replace 
free of charge near the end of the warranty period. Therefore, a composite pol-
icy consisting of FRW initially, followed by an extended period under PRW was 
suggested by Nguyen and Murthy [22]. For an overall discussion of the FRW and 
PRW, one may refer to the work of Hill and Blischke [14 . 
Several directions of future research on warranty analysis were suggested. 
Moskowitz and Chun [15] and Murthy et al. [21] worked on the problem dealing 
with two-dimensional warranties that are usually offered in automobiles. Singpur-
walla and Wilson [25] mentioned the word "extended warranties" in their paper 
but no specific formulation or in-depth investigation were considered. Blischke 
and Murthy [6] also suggested extended warranty to be a topic in future research. 
The study of maintenance system was evolved from one-unit system. In the 
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view of increasing both the reliability and availability of the system, the two-unit 
redundant system was then recommended. The use of two-unit redundant system 
is popular in daily life. In computer system of a commercial bank, tremendous 
amount of personal and financial data will be at risk if there is no auxiliary power 
supply in case of temporary suspension of electrical power. In emergency unit of 
a hospital, spare breathing equipment for the injured is necessary when the one 
in use breaks down. The consequence may be fatal in some cases. 
Briefly speaking, in such a system, a primary working unit is supported by a 
single stand-by unit and a repairman. Both of the units are repairable at a cost. 
When the primary unit breaks down, the stand-by unit takes over in negligible 
time. Primary unit is then repaired at the same time and will operate again if the 
stand-by unit fails. The stand-by unit is sent to the repairman and waits until 
the primary unit breaks down again. The above maintenance cycle repeats again 
and again, up to a certain time point. After that, the whole system is replaced. A 
unit may be working, under repair, waiting to serve or waiting for repairing. Two 
different situations occur in this cycle: during system up time, at least one of the 
units is operating. In system down time, one unit breaks down and the other unit 
is under repair. The system will resume when the repair has been finished on the 
previously failed unit. 
In modeling the operating and repair time, several approaches were suggested. 
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The perfect repair model assumes that the system after repair is 'as good as new’. 
The model is simple but unrealistic in practical situations. Because of aging 
effect and accumulative wearing, Barlow and Proschan [4], Phelps [23], Aven [2 
and Ascher and Feingold [1] investigated the minimal repair model. Later on, 
Brown and Proschan [10] considered a probabilistic approach to model the nature 
of repair. They suggested the probability that the repair is perfect is given by p 
while that of minimal repair is 1 -p. Stadje and Zuckerman [26] proposed a model 
in which the successive operating times form a monotone decreasing process and 
the consecutive repair times form a monotone increasing process. In particular, 
Lam [16，17，18] defined and introduced the geometric process {GP) model in 
which the successive operating times form a decreasing GP but the consecutive 
repair times form an increasing GP. 
Lam [19] studied a maintenance model for two-unit redundant system. He 
derived an explicit expression for the long-run average cost per unit time. Further-
more, for a special model in which both units are identical and deteriorative, and 
the penalty cost is very high, Lam showed that the optimal maintenance policy is 
to replace the system when it breaks down. By considering the GP model, Zhang 
27] studied the two-unit redundant system, derived some important reliability 
indices and considered the long-run expected benefit per unit time as an objec-
tive function. In our discussion, GP model is used to form the basis for modeling 
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operating times and repair times. Moreover, we will focus on the system with pri-
mary unit and stand-by unit being identical and assuming exponential operating 
and repair times. 
Chapter 2 
Extended Warranty Policy 
2.1 Introduction 
Extended warranty policy is one from which options are available for the 
consumers to choose and little investigation was carried out so far. Moreover, 
most of the home appliances are usually sold with this type of warranty. There 
are two problems arising in this area. Firstly consumers usually have difficulties 
in choosing the best option from several maintenance schemes offered by the 
manufacturers. On the other hand, manufacturer tries to build up a reliable and 
good-quality image for its products by the use of favorable warranty terms while 
keeping the warranty cost at a minimum. It looks like a tag-of-war between these 
two parties. So it is an interesting problem to be analyzed using a probabilistic 
7 
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approach. 
In the following sections, a formal definition for the extended warranty policy 
will be given. It should be noted that the extended wajranty policy is not totally 
a new concept but is a variant to FRW. Three cost criteria will be considered 
in turn: expected cost incurred per cycle, total expected discounted cost and 
long-run average cost per unit time. For each cost criterion, optimal policies are 
obtained for both manufactures and consumers. It is also interesting to see there 
exists an indifferent policy for consumers under some cost constraints. Finally, 
some remarks are given to the cost analysis when the sequence of operating time 
forms a non-increasing GP. 
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2.2 One Cycle Model 
FRW provides protection to consumers over a pre-determined period. An 
extended warranty comes into effect after the expiry of the free repair period. 
Throughout the discussion, the extended warranty policy applies to necessarily 
repairable consumer products. Under this policy, the manufacturer agrees to 
repair a failed item free of charge up to time W from the time of initial purchase. 
At the end of the free-repair warranty period W, the manufacturer offers the 
consumer one of the two options: 
1. a renewal cost (should be relatively small compared with the consumer's 
price) of the warranty contract is payable to the manufacturer at time W, 
in return the manufacturer repairs the failed item at no cost to the consumer 
for an extended warranty period _R; 
2. the warranty expires at time W. Manufacturer claims no responsibilities to 
repair the item after time W. Moreover, an additional repair cost will be 
paid by the consumer each time the item fails and is repaired by manufac-
turer. 
It is assumed that a repairable item is purchased at time 0. Let Xi be the 
operating time before the first failure and Xi, i = 2,3, •.. denote the operating 
times of the item after completion of the (i - l)th repair. Total operating time of 
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the item just before the nth failure is defined by Sn = ^二丄 Xi. It is also defined 
that So = 0 in order to avoid ambiguity. To simplify the situation, it is assumed 
that repairing is finished instantaneously. 
The distribution function of Xi is denoted by F, which is the life distribution 
of the item. Distributions of subsequent operating times depend on the nature 
of repair (perfect repair, minimal repair, etc.). The distribution of 5„ is denoted 
by Fn. Furthermore, let N(d,d + t] be the number of failures in the interval 
(d, d +1]. When d = 0, we may prefer the notation N{t) which was widely used 
in the literature. Formally, we define 
N[t) = sup {n : Sn < t} 
and there exists an important relationship between N(t) and Sn, which is given 
by 
N(t) > n 公 Sn < t. 
In evaluating the expected cost to the consumer and the manufacturer, it is 
necessary to define notations and impose additional simplifying assumptions. Let 
Cb represent the consumer's price during initial purchase and c^  be the average 
cost per item to manufacturer in marketing the product. Repair cost incurred 
by the manufacturer each time the item fails is given by c” which is the average 
repair cost, including shipping, labor, administrative costs and so on. Renewal 
cost of warranty contract is denoted by CR and repair cost Cy denotes the amount 
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paid by the non-renewing consumer. The amount Cy is paid for each time the 
item fails and is repaired. Two critical assumptions aie 
Cft < aCb and Cy < |3cb where a,(3 < 1. (2.1) 
Obviously, regardless of the terms of any warranties, the cost due to warranty 
should not be larger than the original consumer's price. The reason behind this 
is trivial. Otherwise, consumers will simply buy a new item or even choose a new 
brand when the item fails. 
We consider firstly the expected cost incurred in one cycle. A crucial as-
sumption is that the repair is perfect (i.e., the failed item after repair will be "as 
good as new”）. Perfect repair is also assumed in other two cost criteria. This 
implies that the time intervals between failures must have the same distribution 
and thus follow a renewal process. In addition, we assumed that the process 
has independent increment property. The expected number of failures in (0，t] is 
simply the renewal function M{t) = E [A (^^ )]. It is known that M(t) = Xt for 
exponential distribution with parameter A. Tables of renewal function for other 
life distributions (e.g. gamma, inverse Gaussian, lognormal, Weibull etc.) were 
given by Ba:Kter et al. [5]. For the asymptotic formulas of renewal function, we 
may refer to the work of Frees [12], Harel et al. [13] and Chaudhry [9 . 
On the other hand, the number of failures during the extended warranty 
period can be described by a delayed renewal process, with first interarrival time 
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denoted by 
7 = 7(W) = Sjv(wHi - H^ , (2.2) 
(also known as the excess or the residual life after W) having the distribution Fy, 
that is, 
pW 
F"(t) = F{W +1) - / [1 - F{W +1 — x)] dM{x), (2.3) 
Jo 
where M(.) is the renewal function associated with the distribution F{-). The re-
maining operating times have the distribution F. Therefore, the expected number 
of failures in the interval [W, W + t), is given by 
M{W,W + t] = Fj{t)^ [ F^{t-y)dM{y). (2.4) 
Jo 
When F is exponential distribution, M (W, W + t] is simply equal to Xt. In gen-
eral, there is no exact analytical solution. Evaluation is possible only by numerical 
methods. 
2.2.1 Expected cost to Consumer and Manufacturer 
It is likely that a consumer will prefer one option to another based on the 
number of failures occurred in (0，W]. We reasonably assume that the consumer 
must choose option 1 if the number of failures prior to time W is greater than or 
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equal to n and vice versa. Then the cost per item to the consumer is given by 
( 
Cfe + CR if N(W) > n, 
Ca{n) = (2.5) 
C6 + c^N {W, W^  + R] if N(W) < n. 
\ 
We implicitly assume that non-renewing consumers will always repair in the in-
terval (W, W + R]. It should be noted that the cost to consumer is the profit to 
manufacturer. The cost per item from the manufacturer's point of view is the sum 
of average cost of marketing the item and repair cost over the period (0, W + R], 
less the consumer's cost over the same period. 
Cm{cv,CR) = c, + CrN{W + R) - Cc{u). (2.6) 
Note that the costs to consumer and manufacturer are modeled as a function of 
different parameters. 
Conditional on the number of failures in the interval [0’ W) and according 
to (2.5)，the expected cost to the consumer, for each item purchased, up to time 
W + R, is given by 
00 
E [Ce(n)l = Y^ E [Cc(n)丨 iV(HO = k] P [7V(H )^ = k] 
fc=0 
n - l 
=Y^E[cbi-CyN{W,W + R] I N{W) = k] P [iV(VF) = k 
. fc=0 
00 
+ Y,E[cb^CR I 7V(W0 = /c]P[AT(WO 二 k: 
k=n 
=Cb + CRP [N{W) > n 
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n - l 
+c, Y^ E [N {W, W + R] I iV(^0 = k] P [N{W) = k]. (2.7) 
fc=0 
Since the number of failures in disjoint time intervals axe assumed to be indepen-
dent, N (W, W + R] are independent of N{W). Recall that Fn{-) is the distribu-
tion of Sn- Then we have 
E [Cc{n)] = Cb + CRP [N{W) > n] + c^E [7V {W, W + R]] P [N{W) < n 
=Cb + cnFr,(W) + c,M {W, P^ + R] K{W) 
=Cb + CR + [c,M (W, H^ + R] - cn] K{W), (2.8) 
where F„(-) = 1 — F„(.). It should be pointed out that the cost is modeled as a 
function of n and it is justified by the fact that the consumer does not have the 
control over all those administrative costs except for the choice of renewing the 
warranty contract. 
By taking expectation on both sides for the expression (2.6), we obtain the 
expression for the expected cost to the manufacturer. 
E[Cm{cv,CR)] = E [c, + CrN{W + R) - Cc{n)] 
=Cs + CrM{W + R) — Cb - CR 
-[c,M {W, H^ + R] - Cn] Fn(W). (2.9) 
From the manufacturers' point of view, they can control the warranty costs by fine 
tuning the renewal cost and repair cost charged to non-renewing consumers. This 
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is the reason why we model the expected cost to the manufacturer as a function 
of Cy and CR. 
2.2.2 Optimal Warranty Policy to Consumer 
The optimal warranty policy are essentially not the same meaning for the 
consumer and the manufacturer. The only choice the consumer has is simply one 
of the two options. In order to determine the value of n, we consider 
E [Cc{n + 1)] - E [Cc{n)] = [c,M {W, H^  + R] — c"] [K+i{W) — Fn{W)]. 
Since Fn{W) is non-decreasing in n, then we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1 The expected cost to the consumer in one cycle, given by E [Cc{n)], 
is a non-decreasing (non-increasing) function ofn ifCyM (VK, W + R]-CR > 0 (< 
0). 
The above lemma gives clues to choose n such that the expected consumer's 
cost attains minimum. The choice of n depends largely on the relative magnitude 
of the total expected repair cost paid by the consumer during the period [W, W + 
R) and the renewal cost CR. 
Lemma 2.2 The minimum value ofE[Cc{n)] is given by: 
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(i) if c”M {W, W + R] — CR < 0，then 
mmE[Ca{n)] = E [Cc(oo)l - Cb + c^M (W, W + R] ； (2.10) 
n 
(ii) if c^M (W, VK + R] - CR > 0’ then 
mmE[Cc{n)] = E [Cc(0)] =0> + ¾. (2.11) 
n 
We arrive at a conclusion that the optimal policy for the consumer is to renew 
the warranty when CyM {W, W + R] — CR > 0, that is, the amount of renewal cost 
is less than the total expected repair cost charged whenever the item fails, or not 
to renew if CyM (W, W + R] — c^ < 0. In case when these two costs are equal, 
then the consumer is indifferent to the policies. Clearly, this result agrees with 
practical experience. 
2.2.3 Optimal Warranty Policy to Manufacturer 
On the manufacturers' side, in most cases, they can formulate the warranty 
contract with terms that are more favorable to them. The difference between 
consumer's price Cb and cost of marketing the item Cg represents the income to the 
manufacturers but they are not so crucial and considered to be fixed in analyzing 
the warranty costs. The lengths of free-repair warranty period W and extended 
warranty period R are fairly constant in the market of a particular consumer 
product. For example, home appliances like TV may usually have a free-repair 
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period of 3 years and an extended waxranty period of 1 year. These time periods 
are usually fixed for effective administration by manufacturers. The repair cost 
Cr is also assumed to be fixed in previous discussion. 
However, the renewal cost CR and repair cost paid by the consumer Cy may 
vary from brands to brands and can be determined by the manufacturer. In order 
to provide better warranty service and at the same time, minimize its cost or 
maximize its profit, the manufacturer has to determine carefully the terms and 
conditions laid down in a warranty contract. Renewal cost and repair cost paid 
by the consumer are therefore two important parameters in this situation. 
To determine the optimal policy to manufacturer, it is essential to consider 
the consumer's tactics. To be conservative, we assume that the consumer can 
always choose the optimal action. Based on the minimum value of E [Cc{n)], we 
obtain the following: 
‘ 
Cs + CrM{W + R) if c”M (W, H^ + R] - CR < 0. 
-C6 - c^M {W, W^ + R] 
E[Cm{Cv,CR}]= 
Cs + CrM(W + R) if c , M {W, W + R] - CR > 0. 
-Cb - CR 
(2.12) 
Minimization of the cost function E [Cm{cv, Cij)] can be done by solving the system 
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of inequalities given by 
f 
CR < aCb CR < acb 
‘ c . < pct or c, < pCk (2.1¾ 
CyM {W, iy + R] - CR < 0 c”M {W, Py + R] - CR > 0 
\ \ 
and the following figure shows the region from which the solution for the systems 
can be chosen. 
CR 
CR = c,M {W, W + R] 
丨[M [W, W^ + R] > a|0 
OLCb + 
I / CR = C,M{W,W^R] 
/ II [M [W, W^ + R] < a|P] 
0 ^ “ c. 
Figure 2.1 Graphical Representation of Constraints 
The situation is further complicated by the renewal function M {W, W + K. 
For the case when c^M [W, W + R] - CR < 0 and M {W, W + R] < a/(3, the 
feasible solution for the system is represented by the trapezoidal area given by 
the union of regions I and II. The cost function is thus minimized by choosing the 
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maximum value of Cy, which is found to be f3cb. The case when CyM (VF, W + R — 
CR < 0 and M {W, W + R] > a//3 is similar. As a summary, E [Cm(c ,^ c/?)] can 
be minimized by choosing c* such that , 
pCb if M (W, ^^ + R] < a||5, 
c： - (2.14) 
aCb/M {W, W + R] if M (W, W + R] > • . 
< 
In this case, the choice of the values of CR does not affect the minimum value of 
expected cost to manufacturer. However, it is found from constraints (2.13) that 
for CyM (VF, W + R] — CR < 0, we choose c^ so that 
[3cbM {W, H^ + R] < 4 < acb iiM{W,W + R] < a//3, 
— — (2-15) 
4 = act if M {W, VF + R] > a|p. 
On the other hand, if CyM (W, W + R] — CR > 0，then the minimum value of 
E [Cm{cv, c/?)] occurs when 
f 
pCbM {W, P^ + R] if M (W, V1/ + R] < a||5, 
C R = l _ (2.16) 
ac6 if M (W, W + R] > a/[3. 
\ 
Moreover, it follows from (2.13) that we should choose c* in such a way that 
c： 二 |3cb if M (W, H^ + R] < a//3, 
(2.17) 
acb/M {W, 1^ + R] < c* < Pcb if M {W, W^  + R] > a /p . 
Although c^ and c* are free in each of the special situations, it is of practical 
importance as a marketing strategy to set these costs as low as possible to make 
the warranty policy more attractive to the consumer. 
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By substituting (2.14) and (2.16) into (2.12), it is easy to see that the min-
imum expected cost to the manufacturer does not depend on the expression 
CyM {W, W + i?] — CR. Finally, we conclude the result. 
Theorem 2.3 The expected cost of the optimal warranty policy to the manufac-
turer is given by 
‘ 
Cs + CrM{W + R) if M (W, W^ + R] < a/p, 
-{l + pM(W,W^R]} Cb 
E[Cm{Cc*j,)]=l 
Cb + CrM(W + R) if M {W, iy + R] > a/i5, 
- ( 1 + Ci)Cb 
(2.18) 
where cl and c^ are given by table 2.1. 
c,M {W, T^ + R] - CR 
< 0 > 0 
M{W,W + R] c： = pct c: = 0Cb 
< a/|3 4 G [PcbM {W, H^ + R], acb] c^ = pc^M (W, V^ + R] 
M(W, W^  + R] c： = acb/M {W, W + R] c： G [ac^/M {W, W^  + R], /3cJ 
> Oi/p c*f^ = acb c*j^ = acb 
Table 2.1 Choices of c* and c^ minimizing manufacturer's cost 
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2.3 Infinite Horizon Model 
2.3.1 Total Expected Discounted Cost 
In this section, we will consider the second model of the warranty policy. For 
modeling costs over a long period of time, it is more reasonable to consider the 
discounted cost. By this we mean a dollar in the future will be discounted back 
to present value exp{-6t) where 6(> 0) denotes the discount rate. 
2.3.1.1 Consumer's Discounted Cost 
In this model, a consumer will have the following possible policies: 
1. renew the warranty contract at time W; 
2. do not renew the warranty, but repair and then replace the item at the A;th 
failure after the warranty period W. 
Additional simplifying assumptions are made to the calculation of costs. We 
say that a cycle is completed if item replacement is taken place. It is assumed 
that the consumer will purchase a new and identical item at the same price after 
each cycle. Replacement is finished instantaneously. We also assumed that once 
the consumers choose a certain policy at the first cycle, they will make the same 
policy for every cycle afterwards and the process will continue indefinitely. For 
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instance, the consumers who opt to renew will buy an identical item at the end of 
the first failure after time W + R at the same price Cb and they will always renew 
in the following cycles. We consider first the case when the policy is to renew. 
Policy 1. Renew the warranty contract 
To evaluate the total expected discounted cost, it is easy to see that the 
discounted cost is Cb + CR exp(-6VF) in the first cycle. The length of the first 
cycle is thus given by W + R + 7^, where 7^ = 7' = j{W + R) is the residual 
life of the item after W + R in the first cycle. For the second cycle, the cost is 
discounted by the factor exp [-S{W + R + 7^)] and in general the cost involved 
in the {n + l)th cycle is discounted by exp [-6(nW + nR + Y^^i 7i)] where 7 /s 
have the same distribution as 7'. The distribution function of 7', namely Fy is 
given by 
rW+R 
Fy(t) = F{W + R + t) — / [1 - F{W + R +1 - x)] dM(x). (2.19) 
Jo 
Therefore, the total expected discounted cost is given by 
Te = [q + Q2exp(-(5140]E{l + exp[-(5(Ty + i^ + 7i)] + . . . 
+ exp h(5(nW + nR + ^^=17i)l + . . .} 
；[cb + c^exp(-(5U^)] {1 + exp [-6{W + R)] E [exp(-(57i)] + ... 
+ exp [-6(nW + nR)] E [exp{-6 Zti 7z)] + . •.} 
= C b + CR exp(-(5H^)] {1 + exp [-6(W + R)] E [exp(-67')l + •.. 
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+ exp [-6{nW + ni?)] {E[exp(-(5Y)]}" + . . .} (2.20) 
— Cb^CRexp{-6W) 
= 1 - exp [-6(W + i?)] E [exp(-6Y)]， 
where (2.20) follows from the fact that 7^'s are independent. Using the notation 
4>u — E [exp(-(5C/)], the above can be written as 
Cb + CR^ 
1 — <PW+R<P7' 
Note that W and W + R are constants where 0 ^ = exp(-(5VF) and 0^^^ = 
exp[-6{W + R)'. 
Policy 2. Do not renew, but repair and then replace the item at kth 
failure after the warranty period 
Unlike the discussion for expected cost over one cycle, the assumption that 
non-renewing consumer must repair in the interval {W^ W + R] is dropped. Now 
the consumer are free to determine when to replace (at A;th failure after time W 
say). We will say that a cycle is completed if a replacement is taken place. 
Note that a repair cost Cy will be paid if k > 1. We do not exclude the case 
k = 1 under which the item is replaced at the first failure following the expiry 
of warranty. The special case k = 1 is essentially equivalent to FRW. It is also 
assumed that the consumers will not change their policies over time. Let Su 
be the residual life after W in the first cycle and 6ij {j = 2’ •..，k) denote the 
time interval between ( j — l)th and j th failure after W. It is known that en is 
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distributed as 7 that is defined in (2.2) and Sij has the same distribution as X's. 
Then the expected discounted cost in the first cycle is given by 
Ci{k) 
= E {cb + Cy exp [-6{W + £11)] + Cy exp [-6(VF + £u + £12)] H—— 
+c.exp 卜 _ + 5]二印)]} 
=Cb + c„ exp(-SW)B [exp(-67)] {1 + E [ e x p ( - ^ X ) ] + • . . 
+{E[exp(-6X)]}'-^} 
Cy exp(-SW)E [exp(-67)] | l - E [ e x p ( - 6 X ) ] ^ " ^ } 
= c “ 1 — E [exp(-6X)l 
= c “ c ‘ ， 4 - i ) (2.22) 
1 — 9x 
The length of the first cycle is W + X^^! Sij. Define £nj in the same manner for 
nth cycle. Then all the costs involved in the (n + l)th cycle are discounted by 
total length of all previous n cycles, that is, nW + J]"^^ J^j^=i Sij. Since all £ij are 
independent, Sni is distributed as 7 and Snj {j — 1) is distributed as X. Now let 
Cn{k) be the expected discounted cost in the nth cycle, then 
Cn{k) = C^(k)E [exp{-^[(n — l)W^ + E : E)=i � ] } •  
Therefore, 
Tc{k) = EZlCn{k) 
= C , { k ) E Z i E [exp{-6[(n — l)H^ + E L 2 Z U ^ d l 
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= 墜 
- 1 - e x p ( - W ) E [exp(-57)] {^;[exp(-(5X)]|fc-i 
= C b ( l - < ^ x ) + M W 0 7 ( l - ^ f i ) (2 23� 
“ i ^ - ^ x ) a - M A ' ' ) _ ‘ 
Lemma 2.4 For k > 1, Tc{k) is non-decreasing (non-increasing) in k if and 
onlyifc,^t^ ( 1 ~ ^ ] Cb. 
\1 - 9w^^J 
/ 
Proof. Consider the first difference of Tc{k), it is given by 
T,(k + l)-Tc{k) 
= ( 1 - 0 x ) ( i - “ 4 - � - M A ) { c “ i —知)辑也-4—1)] 
+。,滅[(1 - 4 ) ( 1 - M,4>x') - (1 - 4 一 1 ) ( 1 - ¢w<l>,¢x)]} 
= - O > ^ 0 ) 4 - 1 ( 1 - 4>x? + c . M , [(4—1 - 4 ) + 办…碟-4—1): 
- (1 - 0x)(i - <hv<t>A1i — M ^ ) 
=0U^07^t_l [cdl — •W^j) — Cb(l - ^X). 
- ~ " ( 1 - 錢 4 — 1 ) ( 1 - 錢 於 ) ^ • 
Hence T^{k + 1) > Tc{k) if and only if c “ l - 0评()> c“ l -伞乂、- This completes 
the proof. • 
From Lemma 2.4，the optimal choice of k can be obtained for non-renewing 
consumers. Theoretically, either replacing at the first failure after expiry of war-
ranty or repairing forever is optimal. The respective cost functions are therefore 
obtained by letting k = 1 and k ~> 00. 
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Corollary 2.5 The minimal cost function for non-renewing consumer is given 
by 
• 
TcW = T ~ ^ ^ f c . > ( j ^ ^ ) c . , 
minTcW= —於“乂7 1 - 滅 (2.24) 
^ T , � I C^M^ .r ( l-<^X � 
Tc{oo) = Cb + - ~ ~ J ^ lfCy < - ~ ~ J ^ Cfc. 
1 - 0x 1 - ^W07 
Note that Tc(l) is the total expected discounted cost incurred for the con-
sumer under FRW policy. 
2.3.1.2 Optimal Policy to Consumer 
The total expected discounted costs for two available policies axe computed 
in the previous section. For non-renewing consumer, an optimal time after expiry 
of warranty at which the consumer should replace the item is also determined. 
The following discussion aims at determining the conditions for choosing different 
optimal policies. 
Under the condition that Cy > (1 一（ ;^^ )Q>/(1 - ¢^¢^), we compare 7； and 
Tc(l) that yields the following: 
T — T � — Cb + CR^w — 0) 
c 1 - ^w+R^j' 1 ―  ^w^^ 
= f a + Cfl0H/)(l - ^W^j) - Cb{l 一 K+R^y) 
. i^-^W^y){^-^W+R^j') 
= C b ^ w � M � ' - 4>j) + CflV(i - 4>w4>) 
i^-<Pw^j){^-^w+R^y) • 
So Cb^^r(^R^y - 0^) + CR^^{l — 0^0^) > 0 implies the minimum expected dis-
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counted cost is given by Tc(l). Similarly, under the condition Cy > (1 — 0乂)0>/(1 -
4>w4>^ )^  the difference between T � a n d Tc(oo) can be obtained. 
Ta - Te(00) 
= Cb + CR^W 一 (C6 + ^ A ^ x 
1 W^+R^ Y b 1 — ¢^ 
= ( Q > + Cfl0iy)(l - ^x) - [Q>(1 - ^x) + Cv4>w4>j] (1 - (f>W+R^’'� 
(l-</>x)(l-0vy+ii0y) 
={Cb + Cfl(/>H/) - Cb(l - ^w+R^y)] (1 - (f>x) - Ct;0vt/(/>^(l - <hv+R^Y) 
(1 - ^x)i^ - 4>W+R^y) 
= ¢ w [{cb^R^y + Cfl)(l - M — Ct;</>7(l - ^w+R4>j')[ 
i^-Mi^-K+R^y) 
If (cfe0j^ (/)y + Cfl)(l - 4>x) - Cv^ y{^  - ^w+R^j') > 0, then the optimal policy is to 
repair forever. In conclusion, we have the following result. 
Theorem 2.6 The optimal policies for the consumer can be determined by table 
2.2. 
Conditions Optimal policy Minimum cost 
Cv > 0Cb, CR < a'cb 
Renew the warranty b^ + � • 
or Cy < jd'cb, CR < TiCy — T2C6 1 - ^W+R^y 
Cv > /5'cb, CR > olch Replace at first failure — 
1 - ^w<K 
Cv < P'Cb, CR > TiCy - T2Cb Repair forever Cb + � ” � � 
^ l - 0 y 
Table 2.2 Optimal policies to consumer under different conditions 
Note: a' = t:rZM^, “ = _ 1 ^ 丁工=W-^nWy)抓“— 
[ 滅 l - c M ) l-<hc ~ ^^^‘“ 
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The results agree with our usual perception. Renewing the warranty is prefer-
able if it does not cost too much. On the other hand, the optimal policy is to 
replace or repair the item if renewal cost is high or repair cost is low. However, 
it should be noted that the above results should apply in combination with the 
assumption given by (2.1) in section 2.2 and some ofthe policies are never optimal 
under certain conditions. This may depend largely on the values of a' , |3', Ti and 
T2. Note that we always have /3', r： and T) lying on the open interval (0,1) but 
not a'. A relation connecting them is given here. 
Lemma 2.7 a' = Ti0' — T2. 
Proof. The right side of the expression is equivalent to 
0^(1 - ^w+R<Pj>) l-<h 丄丄 
" ^ ^ ^ ‘ 1 ^ - 仏 ’ 
二 </>7(l - ^w+R4>j') - </>fl0y(l - +w<Py) 
1 - <t>w<!>^ 
=</>7 — Mi' 
1 -伞\¥办’ 
which is equal to a' by definition. • 
Corollary 2.8 Renewing the warranty is never optimal ifa' < 0. 
Proof, a'" < 0 implies immediately that CR < a'ct never holds. Thus the first 
condition for renewing the warranty to be optimal is not satisfied. On the other 
hand, by using Lemma 2.7 and substituting into ric^ - T2C6, we yield ri(c^ -
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P'cb) + o;'cfc < 0 if Cy < P'cb. Hence the second condition never holds too. Then 
the desired result follows. • 
Corollary 2.9 Ifa' > a or (3' > 0, then CR > a'cb or c^ > P'cb never hold. This 
implies that replacement at first failure after W is never optimal 
However, no similar corollary for repairing forever can be stated. Since ff > 0, 
the option to replace forever must be in some way optimal. The above discussion 
of optimal policies for the consumer cannot be made clear unless a chart showing 
how to choose the options and how the conditions interact with one another is 
available. 
CR 
Cb -D : 
acb ^ 丨 
Replace i 
at first i 
failure i 
, Repair B ： 
^ Cb We-+"eY-"^ >^  C ： 
/ ilenew i 
/ f ' I 
OA ^ fe ^ c” 
Figure 2.2 Determination of Optimal Policies 
(Total expected discounted cost criterion) 
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According to Theorem 2.6, Figure 2.2 illustrates the mechanism of choosing 
optimal policies for the consumers under the conditions 
0 < a' < a and p' < /?. (2.25) 
The diagram is divided into three areas. AB represents the line CR = TiCy — 
T2Cb. Since r1,r2 > 0, the positive slope and negative ^-intercept of the line 
are justified. By using Lemma 2.7，the line AB must pass through the point 
{P'ch, a'cb). The lines AB, BC and BD represent the situations where two of the 
three policies are both optimal compared with the third. B is the most interesting 
point where all three policies are indifferent to the consumers and its warranty cost 
is given by c^/(1 - ^w^y)- This is also an important concept to the manufacturers 
who can determine the costs involved in advance. 
When one of the conditions in (2.25) does not hold, Corollary 2.8 or 2.9 
are applied. However, the diagram is still valid except that one or more poli-
cies become unavailable and one can simply understand that the area of possible 
choices is always bounded by the rectangle whose vertices are the origin, (/?C6,0), 
{pCb, acb) and (0,aQ>). The area outside the rectangle is thus omitted. 
2.3.1.3 Manufacturer's Discounted Cost 
It should be noted that the total expected discounted cost to manufacturer 
is simply c^  plus any repair cost incurred, then less any payments made by the 
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consumer during each cycle. The cost depends on the policies opted by the con-
sumer. Here we also assume that the consumers have sufficient information so 
they always choose the optimal action. 
Case 1. Consumers renew the warranty contract 
Let Xii be the first time to failure and Xij be the time interval between the 
( j - l)th failure and jth failure in zth cycle. We consider the two cases based on 
the consumer's policies. The expected discounted repair cost incurred in the first 
cycle for this case is 
Cm(W + R) = CrE{exp(-6Xn) + exp [-6{Xu + Xu] 
+ � + e x p [ - 6 E f J r ^ ) A ] } . (2.26) 
In general, (2.26) cannot be solved analytically even for exponentially distributed 
lifetimes and no closed-form expression is available for analyzing manufacturer's 
cost. Fortunately, we will see later this problem does not pose any difficulties 
in finding optimal policies for manufacturer. Thus the total expected discounted 
cost is 
Tm = [c. + Cm(W + R)] E {1 + exp [-6{W + R + 7'] + • • •} - Tc 
=C, + Cm{W + R) Cb + CR^y^ 
‘ 1 — ^W+R^Y 1 — ^W+R^J' 
= ( c s - c t ) + Cm(W + R)-cn^w (2。了） 
1 - 4>W+R^J' . . ) 
Case 2. Consumers do not renew, but repair and then replace the item 
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at A:th failure after the warranty period 
Denote en the first time to failure and Sij the time interval between the 
( j - l)th failure and jth failure in zth cycle after the warranty period W. Total 
expected discounted cost incurred in the first cycle is then given by 
Cs + Cm{W) + CrE {exp h6(W^ + en)] + . . . exp 卜6(1^ + [ ) : ; ^ ) ] } 
= C s + On(WO + (V<^W07(l + <^ X^ + . . . + 0 f 2 ) 
= c . + C J W ) + Cr</>^ </>,(l - 4 - ' ) / ( l - ¢^) 
where Cm{W) = E{exp{-6Xn) +exp[-6(Xn+X12)] + • • -+exp[-6 EfjJ^^ ^ ] } . 
Following similar arguments as in section 2.3.1.1 for discounted costs in subsequent 
cycles, the total expected discounted cost to the manufacturer is 
TUk) = | " 。 美 ( < ” ( 1 ; 們 - X 
l-</>x 
- • 
^ { l + exp p ( P y + E - = i ^ i , ) ] + " -
+ exp 卜％^/ + E：=! E - = i ^ ) ] + .. •} - U k ) 
= [ C s + ^m(V^)] (1 - ^x) + CrK^,{l - 4 - 1 ) T 
~ � 1- 碰 - 风 斤 乂 ’ cW 
= [ ( c , - c5) + Cm{W)] (1 - ¢^) + (c, — c,)0^0^(l - 4 - 1 ) 
i ^ - M i i - M A ' ' ) ) 
We summarize the results in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.10 The total expected discounted cost to the manufacturer, based on 
the policies opted by the consumer is given by table 2.3. 
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Manufacturer's 
Conditions Consumer's policy 
cost 
Cv > P'Cb, CR < a'cb 
Renew the warranty T^ 
or Cy < f3'Cb, CR < TiCy - T2Cfc 
Cv > P'Cb, CR > a'cb Replace at first failure T^(1) 
Cv < P'Cb, CR > TiCy - T2Cb Repair forever Tm{oo) 
Table 2.3 Expected cost for manufacturer under different consumer's policies 
Note: Tm = (^^-^b^ + ^rn{W + R)-CR^^ = (c, - Cb) + Cm{W) 
. 讯 1 - ^W+R^Y , ^ — 1 - ^W^J ’ 
Tm{oo) = (cs - Ct) + Cm(W) + …” " ^ v ) ^ j 肌^ a',/3',Ti,T2 • defined in 
丄—^x 
Theorem 2.6. 
2.3.1.4 Optimal Policy to Manufacturer 
Under different consumers' policies, manufacturers may under certain con-
straints, vary the values of c^  and CR to minimize their costs since the other 
parameters are fairly fixed among other competitors. The constraints are those 
conditions under which the consumers may decide and choose appropriate actions. 
For example, under the conditions that Cy > /3'Cb and CR < a'cb, the consumer 
will choose to renew the warranty. At the same time, we consider the cost function 
for the manufacturer and find that the expression depends only on renewal cost 
CR. Due to the constraint CR < a'cb, manufacturer is not free to raise the renewal 
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cost. This makes CR at most as large as a'cb. Then from Theorem 2.6, the total 
expected discounted cost to manufacturer is given by 
T Cs + Cm(W + R) Cb 
讯 1 — ^W+R4>j' 1 一 H^/<Ay • 
On the other hand, the cost function does not directly relate to the repair cost Cy 
and so it is free to choose Cy. Under the other constraints Cy > (3'Cb, the repair 
cost can be any values between 0'cb and pCb provided that p' < p. When p' > p, 
Cv > P'cb will never hold. This contradicts with the conditions stated before. For 
other three conditions listed in Theorem 2.10，we can analyze similarly. 
Consumer's Values taken by Manufacturer's 
policy c” CR Cost 
[/?'Cfc，/^ jt a'cb 
Renew the warranty c^  + Cm{W + R) _ c^ 
0'Cb a'cb 1 - ^w+R^y' 1 - ^w^^ 
Replace at first failure [p'c,, /¾] [a'c^, acJ fe — b^) + Om(W) 
1 — 0ty0^ 
Cs + On(W0 
Repair forever 0 � [ o ^ , a c J c,0^0^ c, 
1 4>x 1 - <M� 
Table 2.4: Optimal policies of Cy and CR for manufacturer 
^ : refers to the first pair of conditions in Table 2.3 
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The above table gives the values (or range of values) of c^  and c^ so that the 
cost to manufacturer is minimized. 
2.3.2 Long-run Average Cost per unit time 
Long-run average cost considers the costs per unit time over a infinite time 
horizon. From both the consumer's and manufacturer's point of view, the cost 
incurred in each cycle and the time between item replacement comprise a reward 
renewal process. It is well known, by applying the standard result in reward 
renewal process, the long-run average cost per unit time is given by 
Expected cost incurred in a cycle 
~~^ (2 29) 
Expected length of a cycle ^ ‘ ) 
(see e.g. Ross [24] for reference). 
In the following section, exact expressions for long-run average cost are de-
rived for different policies of the consumer. This approach is simpler compared 
with computing the total expected discounted cost. Moreover, the structure of 
optimal policy is comparable with that obtained in previous section. 
2.3.2.1 Consumer's Policy 
It is assumed again the consumer re-purchases an identical items at the same 
price at the beginning of each cycle. Replacement is completed instantaneously. 
Costs between cycles and the length of each cycle are independent. Consumer's 
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policy does not change over time. Prom (2.29), long-run average cost per unit 
time can be easily worked out by dividing the expected cost incurred in a cycle 
by its expected length. 
Policy 1. Renew the warranty contract 
Adopting this strategy, the costs incurred is the sum of consumer's price and 
renewal cost. Time between replacement will have the same distribution as that of 
iy+i^+7' , where 7' is defined as the residual life after W+R. The expected length 
is thus equal to E [SW(H^+ii)+i] = fix [M{W + R) + 1] (by Wald's Equation, see 
Rx)ss [24], p.38). Hence the long-run average cost per unit time is given by 
A 一 Cb + Cfl 
^ — ^ x [M{W + R) + 1] • (2.30) 
Policy 2. Do not renew, but repair and then replace the item at kth 
failure after the warranty period 
Since the item is replaced by an identically new one, total number of repairs 
occurred is only k - 1 and hence the expected cost incurred is Cb + {k - l)cy. Re-
placement only occurs at the kth failure after the warranty period W. Therefore, 
the length of each cycle is expected to be E [5W(vr)+fc] = ^x W{W) + k] and the 
long-run average cost per unit time is 
= C b + {k - l)c. 
c�^ fix [M{W) + k]' (左3丄） 
When k = 1，(2.31) reduces to the long-run average cost per unit time for FRW. 
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Lemma 2.11 For k > 1, Ac(k) is non-decreasing {non-increasing) in k if and 
only i f c , > (<) c,/ [M{W) + l]. 
Proof. Consider the first difference, we yield 
A,(k + 1) - M k ) = c “ k _ _ _ c, + ( f c - l K 
� ) y^x [M{W) + k + 1] fi^ [M{W) + k] 
={cb + kCy) [M(W) + k] - [cb + {k - l)cy] [M{W) + k + 1 
一 fix [M(HO + k] [M(W) + k + 1] 
= c, [M(W) + 1] - Cb 
—fix [M{W) + k] [M(W) + k + 1 ' 
Hence Ac(k) is non-decreasing if and only if Cy [M{W) + 1] - c5 > 0. • 
Similar results are obtained and the optimal policy is either to replace at 
first failure after the warranty period or to repair forever. The respective cost 
functions are stated below. 
Lemma 2.12 The minimum cost based on optimal choice ofk is given by 
• = ; ^ ^ W ^ … 拳 … 丨 ， （ 2 . 3 2 ) 
Moo) = ^ if C, < Cfc/ [M{W) + 1]. 
f^x 
2.3.2.2 Optimal Policy to Consumer 
For the case when c„ > Cb/ [M{W) + 1], either replacement at first failure 
after W or renewal of warranty at W is optimal. Therefore, we compare Ac and 
Ae(l). 
A - A (1) = Cb + Cfl Cb 
‘ Mx [M(W + R) + 1] fi^ [M{W) + 1 
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=(cb + Cfl) [M(W) + 1] - Cb [M{W + R) + 1: 
— Mx W(W) + 1] [M(W + R) + 1] 
=CR [M{W) + 1] - Cb iikT(VI/ + R) - M{W) 
fj^x [M{W) + 1] [M{W + R) + 1] “ 
Hence Ac(l) is the minimum cost when Cy > Cb/ [M{W) + 1] and CR > Cb[M{W + 
R) - M{W)]/[M{W) + 1]. Similarly, under the condition c, < ct>/ [M{W) + 1] ’ 
we consider the difference 
^ - A,(oo) = ？…丑 ^ 
^ � /ix [M(W + R) + 1] "X 
=Cb + CR - Cy [M(W + R) + 1 
—“^/ix [M{W + R) + 1 ] “ ^ • 
Therefore, when c^  < Cb/ [M{W) + 1] and CR > c” [M{W + R) + 1] — Cb, ^ (oo ) 
is optimal. 
Theorem 2.13 By considering the long-run average cost per unit time, optimal 
polices for the consumer can be determined according to table 2.5. 
Conditions Optimal policy Minimum cost 
Cv > (3*ct, CR < a*Cb 
Renew the warranty ——~^^ +。托 
or c, < /Tcb, CR < r*c, - c^  /^x [M{W + R) + 1] 
Cv > P*Cb, CR > a*Cb Replace at first failure ciJpx [M{W) + 1] 
Cv < 0*Cb, CR > r*Cy 一 Cb Repair forever Cy/|j,x 
Table 2.5 Optimal policies for consumers 
.r , * M{w + R) — M{W)�* 1 
Note:a = ~ ~ M ( W ) + 1 , " = ] i ^ ( ^ ^ " T * = AfO^ + i^) + l. 
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Not surprisingly the structure of optimal polices to consumer is similar to 
that in Theorem 2.6. Since the optimal policies to manufacturer depend on that 
to the consumer and two approaches should yield similar results. In parallel to 
Lemma 2.7 and Corollary 2.9, we have Lemma 2.14 and Corollary 2.15. 
Lemma 2.14 a* = r*/3* 1. 
Corollary 2.15 Ifa* > a or fT > /3，then CR > a*Cb or c^ > P*Cb never hold. 
This implies that replacement at first failure after W is never optimal 
Note that there is no such corollary similar to Corollary 2.8 since a* is non-
negative. Either renewing the warranty or repairing forever will be optimal. Gen-
erally speaking, the structure of optimal policy for minimizing the long-run aver-
age cost per unit time is simpler. Figure 2.3 is trying to illustrate the results in 
Theorem 2.13 where we assume that 
a * $ a and /3*</3. (2.33) 
The diagram is again made up of three axeas. The equation of the line PQ is 
given by CR = r*Cy — ct. Slope of PQ should be at least as great as 1 and its 
2/-intercept is -c^. By Lemma 2.14, the line PQ can be shown to pass through 
the point {a*Cb,p*Cb). Q is also the point where three policies are indifferent to 
the consumers and the cost at this indifferent point is ct/ {fix [M{W) + 1]} • 
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CR 
Cb -n ； 
aCb ^ 丨 
Replace ; 
at first i 
failure i 
* Repair Q \ 
^ Cfc -f6Fe_t^ T-->^ R i 
/ l i 
/ ^enew i 
/ the :warranty i 
/ t I 
O P ~f^b ^ ^ Cv 
Figure 2.3 Determination of Optimal Policies 
{Long-run average cost criterion) 
2.3.2.3 Manufacturer's Policy 
As usual, the cost to manufacturer is determined accordingly to the con-
sumer's policy. 
Case 1. Consumers renew the warranty contract 
Once a warranty contract is renewed, manufacturer is responsible for re-
pairing any item failure up to time W + R. So the expected cost incurred is 
Cs + CrM{W + R) for each cycle and the expected length of each cycle is same for 
both consumer and manufacturer. Hence the long-run average cost per unit time 
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to the manufacturer is given by 
一 (c, - Cfc) + CrM{W + R) - CR 
A- = "~~^^lM(W + R) + l ] ~ . (2.34) 
Case 2. Consumers do not renew, but repair and then replace the item 
at kth failure after the warranty period 
For this case, the manufacturer is willing to provide repair services upon the 
payment Cy up to (k - l)th failure after the warranty is expired. The expected 
cost is therefore given by Cs + Cr [M{W) + k - 1] and the long-run average cost 
per unit time is 
. � _ (^s - Ct) + c, [M{W) + k - 1] - (k - l)c, 
4( ) 一 Mx [M{W) + k] . (2.35) 
Theorem 2.16 The long-run average cost per unit time to the manufacturer, 
based on the policies opted by the consumer is given by table 2.6. 
Conditions Consumer's policy Manufacturer's cost 
Cv > P*Cb, CR < a*Cb 
Renew the warranty Am 
or Cy < P*Cb, CR < TCy — Cb 
Cv > P*Cb, CR > a*Cb Replace at first failure An(l) 
Cv < /5*Cfc, CR > TCy - Cb Repair forever A^(oo) 
Table 2.6 Long-run average cost to manufacturer under consumer's policies 
Note. A — (Cs - Cb) + CrM{W + R) - c^ c, - c^ + CrM{W) ^ 
她 4 : ^ " & 摩 + 用 + 1 ] “ ^ , ‘ � = M x [M(W) + 1 ] — 
Am{oo) = ^^^. 
f^x 
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2.3.2.4 Optimal Policy to Manufacturer 
The way to find optimal policy to manufacturer is simply translated to a 
problem in determining optimal choices of Cy and Cb in previous approaches. For 
instance, under the condition that Cy > P*Cb, CR > a*Cb, the consumer's policy 
is to replace at first failure, then the long-run expected cost per unit time to the 
manufacturer is given by Am(l). It can be seen that Am{l) is not a function of Cy 
and Cft. Therefore, it is free to choose Cy and CR provided the previously stated 
condition holds. So the optimal policy to manufacturer is to set Cy £ [p*cb,pcb 
and CR G [a*cb,acb]. In parallel to table 2.4, similar results are listed as follows. 
Consumer's Values taken by Manufacturer's 
policy Cy CR Cost 
Renew the [/3*ci,/5cj^ a*Ch 
1 [ c, + CrM{W + R) Cb I 
warranty / ¾ o ^ J^ 1 M{W + R) + 1 — M{W) + 1 J 
Replace at 
[/^*c./3cJ [ .*c . , .c ] ( C s - = : T ) 
first failure A^x [M{W) + 1] 
Repair 
P*Ck [a*Cb, acb] {cr - Q>/ [M{W) + 1]} //x^ 
forever. 
Table 2.7 Optimal policies of Cy and CR for manufacturer 
^ : refers to the first pair of conditions in Table 2.6 
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2.4 Geometric Process Model with Exponential 
Lifetimes 
In practice, a failed item after repair is usually getting worse and has poorer 
performance. Operating times after successive repair will be shorter than before. 
An alternative approach to model the process is suggested. Geometric process 
(GP) directly models the successive operating times ofthe item as a non-increasing 
stochastic process. The following definitions were formally given by Lam [17 . 
Definition 2.17 Given a sequence of random variables X1,X2,.. • i f f o r some 
a > 0，{a^'^Xn, n = 1，2 ...} forms a renewal process, then {Xn, n = 1,2,...} is 
called a Geometric Process {GP), and a is called the ratio of this process. 
Lemma 2.18 A GP is stochastically non-increasing {non-decreasing) if a > 1 
(0 < a < 1). 
In addition to the GP model, it is also assumed that the successive operating 
times are exponentially distributed. In particular, we assume that 
X i � E 3 : p ( a “ i y ) fori = l,2,... 
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where a > 1. When a = 1, the GP model reduces to perfect repair model. To avoid 
ambiguity, it should be noted that the operating times up to W is modeled by 
an ordinary GP while the period from W to W + R is modelled by a conditional 
process. To be specific, the number of failures occurred during the extended 
warranty period {W, W + i?] depends on the number of failures in prior warranty 
period (0，W]. It can be described by a GP, conditioning on the event N{W) = k. 
Conditional distribution of the first interarrival time is that of residual life from W 
to the next failure. As the exponential distribution is memoryless and therefore 
it is expected that 7 | N{W) = k has the same distribution as Xk+\. Formally, 
we write 
( 7 I A ^ ( V l O = k)�Exp{a^X). (2.36) 
To prove (2.36), we consider the joint probability Pk{t) = P[7 > t,N{W) = k 
and start with the case when k = 0， 
Po{t) = P[^>t,N(W)=0] 
=P(Xi > P^ + t) 
=l-F{W + t). (2.37) 
For k > 1, then by conditioning on Sk = y, we obtain 
Pk{t) = P [ 7 > t, N(W) = A:) 
POO 
= / P[7>t,N(W) = klSk = y] dFk(y) 
Jo 
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rW 
= / P{Sk+i>W + t\Sk = y)dFk{y) 
Jo 
rW 
= / P[Xk^i>W + t-y)dFk{y) 
Jo 
/ w _ 
F[a'(W + t-y)] dF,{y). (2.38) 
_ 
The required conditional distribution is therefore 1 - Pk{t)/P [N{W) = A:]. Since 
exponential distribution is memoryless, it is clear that the distribution of the 
residual life time from W to the {k + l)th failure, given that N{W) = k, is found 
to be 
G^{t) = P [7 < t I AT(V[/) = k] = 1 - exp{-a'Xt). (2.39) 
Given that N(W) = k, operating times after the (k + l)th failure during the 
extended warranty period are independent and exponentially distributed with 
parameters a^+U, a^+^A, •. • respectively. The number of failures during extended 
warranty period can be modeled by a conditional GP. Define 
^1 = 7(VF), Si = Xk+i for i > 1，To = 0 and T, - ELi^^ = G^ for n > 0, 
where Gn is the distribution of T„, and GJt) = 1 - ( - l ) " " i V e x p ( ? “ “ A , ) 
t r n；=! o H - 1 
j^i 
(see e.g. Chiang [11] for reference). The following relationships are also preserved 
in GP. 
N{W,W + t]>n^Tn<t (2.40) 
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Therefore, 
P [N {W, Vi^ + t] = n I iV(T^) = k 
=P [N (W, W + t] > n I iV(HO = k] P [AT (W, W + t] > n + 1 | N{W) = k] 
=Gn{t)-Gn+l{t). (2.41) 
By using (2.41), the expected number of failures during extended warranty period 
can be expressed as 
M* {W, W + t] = E[7V(Py,M^ + UAT(HO = A;] 
= E r = i " '^ [^ (^> ^ + 1^ = n I N{W) = A:] 
= E Z i n l G n { t ) - G r . ^ , ( t ) ] 
=EZiGn{t). (2.42) 
Thus M* (W，W + t] depends on k implicitly. Alternatively, an integral equation 
can be obtained by conditioning on the Si = y. Therefore, 
POO 
M* {W, W +1] = / E [AT (W, iy + t] I AT(W) = k,ei = y] dF{a%). (2.43) 
Jo 
It is worthwhile to note that expressions (2.42) and (2.43) are complicated even 
for exponential distribution. They are more complicated for other distributions. 
The conditional renewal function depends on a and k. When a > 1, the number of 
failures can possibly be infinite for finite t. It is consistent with practical situation 
because consumer products have only finite lifetimes. For sufficiently laxge t, the 
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item may become non-repairable. The coverage of the warranty is also limited 
for a certain period of time. Therefore, we limit the application of GP model to 
small t only. 
In the evaluation of the consumer's cost, the expression (2.7) in section 2.2.1 
can be applied. The conditional expectation can be solved by substituting (2.42) 
and yields 
n - l 
E [Cc(n)] = C6 + CRP [N{W) > n] + c, ^ M* {W, M^  +1] P [iV(V )^ = k 
k=0 
n - l 
=C6 + cnFn{W) + c, Y^ M* {W, W +1] [Fk(W) — Ffc+i(HO] 
fc=0 
Expected cost to manufacturer can be derived accordingly. It should be noted 
that in general there is no analytical expression for M*{t), the generalized renewal 
function of GP. Future research may concentrate on the properties ofthis function 
and cost analysis will be made easy since then. 
Chapter 3 
Two-unit Maintenance System 
3.1 Introduction 
Maintenance model for a two-unit redundant system will be considered in this 
chapter. Generally speaking, a system consisting of two repairable components, 
a primary unit and a stand-by unit, may be costly but is obviously better than 
one-unit system. In fact, catastrophe may occur in some situations (e.g. power 
supply in a steel refinery) if a one-unit system is installed. Due to aging or 
cumulative wearing, the efficiency of the system will gradually decrease and thus 
replacement will be considered. Then the problem reduces to finding the optimal 
policy to replace the whole system so that the maintenance cost is minimum in 
the long mn. In our discussion, the problem is narrowed down to finding optimal 
4 8 
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replacement policy that minimizes long-run average cost per unit time. 
In the next section, the maintenance model is defined and its underlying 
assumptions are made. Section 3.3 gives an exact expression for the long-run 
average cost per unit time under policy (A i^,A 2^)- The structure of the optimal 
replacement policy is obtained for a system with two identical units and a finite 
algorithm for finding such policy is proposed. Some remarks are given for gen-
eral policy class in sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4. We present the results in computer 
optimization and simulations in section 3.4. 
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3.2 A Maintenance Model for Two-unit System 
Throughout our discussion, a GP model will be investigated. The model is 
formulated by making the following assumptions. 
Assumption 1 
The system is equipped with two identical units and one repairman at the 
beginning. Primary unit (unit 1) is the first unit to be used and a stand-by unit 
(unit 2) will function if primary unit fails. The failed unit will be repaired. 
Assumption 2 
For k = 1,2, let x f ^ be the operating time of unit k after completion of 
the {i — l)th repair and ！；⑷ be the repair time of unit k after the zth failure. Z 
denotes the replacement time of the system. 
Assumption 3 
Assume that the distributions of x f ^ and y/*) are Fi and Gi respectively. 
Then 
Fi{x) = 1 - exp(-a^-^a;/A) and Gi{x) = 1 - exp(-b'-^x / f j ,) for a: > 0 
with a > 1，0 < b < 1，A > 0 and “ > 0. In addition, Z has distribution H with 
E{Z) = r.„ 
Assumption 4 
For k = 1,2, the sequence of operating times | x f ^ z = 1，2,. • . | forms a non-
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increasing GP with ratio a and the sequence of repair times | y / ^ \ i = 1’ 2’.. . | 
forms a non-decreasing GP with ratio b. We further assume that X^)'s, v/^^'s 
and Z are independent. 
Assumption 5 
Let r be the operation reward rate and c be the repair cost rate for both 
units. When the system is down, a penalty cost at rate p is incurred. The cost of 
renewal of the system is R. 
Assumption 6 
In this maintenance model, {(A 1^,A 2^) ： Ni = 1，2,. •.，N: = 1,2,...} denotes 
the class of replacement policy. Unit 1 is no longer used after Ni times failure, 
and unit 2 is no longer used after N2 times failure. The system will be replaced by 
an identical new one at the 7Vith failed time ofthe primary unit or the A 2^th failed 
time of the stand-by unit, whichever is later. In other words, the renewal of the 
system depends on the number of failures of both units. The optimal replacement 
policy, denoted by {N^, N^) is a policy that minimizes the long-run average cost 
per unit time. 
A possible realization for the system may be represented by the following 
diagram. 
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Xi(i) 1 6 : ? X;i) [2(1) 义!1)� 
丨 Xp) I Y|^l 卜__^^ j > f ) _丨 X f ) ,|y3(2,)|Xj2) 
^ working ’ under repair 
h H stand-by waiting for repair 
Figure 3.1: A realization of policy (3,4) 
3.3 Long-run Average Cost under Policy (N^ N?) 
However, before we start to derive the expression for the long run average 
cost per unit time, the following lemma from Lam [19] is needed. 
Lemma 3.1 Assume that X andY are two non-negative random variables, with 
E(X) = fj,^ and E{Y) = jjLy. Let Fx and Fy be the distribution functions ofX 
and Y respectively, then 
roo 
E{XWY) = ii^+|iy- / Fx(z)Fy{z)dz, (3.1) 
Jo 
where X V Y = max(X, Y). 
fOO poo 
Proof. Since E{X V Y) = / Fi{X V Y > z) dz = / [1 - Fx{z)Fy{z)] dz. 
J 0 J 0 
Then the distributions Fx and Fy are rewritten as 1 - F ^ and 1 - F y respectively. 
1*00 — poo 
By applying the relationships: / Fx{z)dz = fj,^ and / Fy{z)dz = fj^y, the 
J 0 J 0 
proof of (3.1) is completed. • 
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Under policy {N1,N2), let C{N1,N2) be the long-run average cost per unit 
time. At first, consider the case that Ni < N2, the total reward gained in a cycle 
is related to the total operating time of the units, the cost incurred may include 
the repair cost, penalty cost and renewal cost of the system. Note that for the 
ith unit, only Ni — 1 repairs are necessary. Total system down time is given by 
comparing the operating time of one unit with the repair time of the other. By 
applying standard result in renewal reward process, it is easy to show that 
C{NuN2) 
{ 2 Nk 2 Nk-l [Ni-l 
- r E E < ) + e E E # + p E ( y / i ) v x F ) - x A 
k=l i=l k=l i=l 1 i=l 
Ni-1 N2-l 1 ) 
+ ; ^ O f ) v ^ - ^ ) i ) + E y ^ +尺 
«=1 i=Ni J J 
_ iVi-1 Ni-1 
| E X ? + ^ ( l f ) V X f ) ) + X： ( l f ) V 4 ¾ 
- i=l i=l 
N2 N2-l _ 
+ E ^ + Ey/2)+z 
i~N\ i—N\ _ 
{ 2 N^  1 2 7Vfc-l 1 �TVi-l ( 
-^^EE^+^/^EE^+^ E u^- / H^n{x)dx] 
k=l i=l fc=l i=l u [ i=i V^  J 0 J 
"1-1 ( U 广— _ \ 2^-1 ] 1 
^ E [ ^ - F^^ii^n{x)dx) + 5 ] ^  + i ? 
“ 1 \ ^° , i=Ny 0 J J 
/ A + E ( 去 + 長-fHx)G,{x)dx^ 
N # f x M r - - \ 
+ L [ - i + 告-1 F,^,(x)G,{x)dxj (3.2) 
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N2 入 7V2-1 _ 
+ y^ ^ + 5^ 7^+r 
^ a'-i ^ 6'-i i=Ni i=Ni _ 
‘ 2 Nk 1 2 Nk-1 1 
= - d E E ^ + ( ^ ) / ^ E E A 
A:=1 i=l k=l 2=1 
"^i-l roo_ 一 ^i-l .oo_ 1 ) 
-P J2 1 F,(x)Gi{x)dx+ Y.义 F,^,{x)Gi{x)dx +i?i 
� 2 Nk 1 2 Nk-1 1 
/ ^ E E ^ + / ^ E E ^ + ^ 
.k=l i=l k=l i^l 
Ni—1 foo— 一 Ni — 1 00 _ 
- E / WGi(x)dx- V / Fi^,(x)Gi{x)dx . 
i=l ^0 z=l ^0 _ 
Expression (3.2) follows from Lemma 3.1 and is finally simplified to 
_ 2 Nk 1 2 Nk—1 -
C(M，iV2) = -A(r + p ) ^ ^ ^ + M c E E ^ - ^ - + ^ 
- fc=l i=l k=l i=l _ 
- 2 Nk 2 Nk-1 1 
/ A E E i + " E E ^ + T 
. f c = l i=l k=l i=l 
^i-l roo_ _ Ni-l oo_ _ _ 
- E / F,{x)Gi{x)dx - y / Fi^,(x)G,{x)dx • 
z=l Jo ^ Jo _ 
Secondly when Ni > A^, 
C{N,,N2) 
{ 2 Nk 2 Nk — 1 �N2 
- E E 於 ) + e E E y / ” + p E (y/i) V x f ) — x f ) ) 
k=i i=i k=i i=i Li=i \ J 
^2-l , Ni-1 1 \ 
+ E ( y / 2 ) v 4 i ^ 4 ^ + Y^ Y/1) + 4 
=^1 i=N2+1 j j 
. . _ , � ^2 N2-l ATi 
|E ^ )+E(y / i )v<) ) + E(y/2)vxS)+ E 於） 
- i=i =^1 i=iv2+1 
Ni—l -
+ E y/i)+z . 
i=N2+1 _ 
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As a summary, the long-run average cost per unit time under policy (N1,N2) is 
given by 
侧 = 織 + " (3.3) 
where 
2 Nk 2 iVfc-l 
/(iVi，Ay = - M r + P ) E E A + " c E E & i T + ^ , (3-4) 
k=l i=l k=l i=l 
2 Nk 1 2 Nk-1 
g^N�=^EE^+/^EE^+^-^W'^2), (3.5) 
k=l i=l k=l z=l 
(ATi-l)AiV2 
/(ATi,Ay = V / F,{x)G,[x)dx 
i=l ^0 
(iV1AAr2)-1 — 
+ Y^ / Fi^^{x)Gi[x)dx. (3.6) 
i=l 0^ 
Here Ni A N2 = min(A^i, N2). By Assumption 3，we have 
(00 — — poo 
/ Fm{x)Gn{x)dx = / exp [-{a^-^/X + h^-^/y)x]dx 
Jo Jo 
=l/{a^-'/X + 6""V/z) 
= X f i / { X b ^ - ' + fia^-'). 
It follows that 
(Ni-l Ni — 1 � 
Y^ M^ Y~^  A/i 
T(M … 、 6 〜 《 卜 1 + ) ^ 入 ^ + - iorN,<N,^ 
m . N 2 ) = l - 1 \ ^;iJ � （3.7) 
Y^ 入/^ V^ A/i. -
^ A 6 H + _ - i + i ^ A 6 ! - i + - foriVi>iV2. 
V 一^丄 1=1 
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3.3.1 Optimal Replacement Policy in Policy Class (N*, N*) 
Note that it is quite difficult to find the integers N; and iVJ to minimize the 
cost function C{N1,N2). Since we assume that the units are identical, we may 
expect an optimal policy may belong to a subclass of all possible policies. As the 
units are identical and of the same quality, it is unreasonable and unwise to operate 
one unit for many times while keeping the other unit unused. Therefore, we may 
consider a special policy c l a s s�N, ). Such conjecture is obviously intuitive. This 
is justified by the simulation results in which most of the optimal policy is of form 
(7V, N), followed by a few (7V+1, N) or (7V+1, N) policies (refer to tables A.l-A.3 
and B.l-B.3 of Appendices). 
In order to sort out an optimal policy for minimizing long-run average cost 
per unit time, we consider the first difference 
C(N+l N+l)-CiN N) = /(A^ + 1，N + l)g{N^ N) - /(7V，N)g(N + 1, N + 1) 
， ’ ^(7V+l,7V+l)^(iV,iV) • 
Define Di{N, N) to be the numerator of the right side of the above expression 
and then substituting (3.4) and (3.5)，we have 
聊、=[-E^;^ + f : ^ i T + iq 
i=l i=l 
x [ E j ^ + E ^ + - W i v ) ] 
i=l z=l 
y 2 A ( r + p) ^ ^ 2 / , c - h 2 ^ ^ ^ + ; L p i T + iq 
i=l i=l 
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x C j ^ + E ^ + T - / ( w i ， i v + i ) ] 
i=l i—\ 
— f 2 A ( r + p) , f 2 ^ c � � + 2A ‘ f 2" ^ 
—[-l^-^^ + L ^ - ^ ^ ^ + ^ i E ^ + E ^ + ^ i 
2=1 i=l i=l i=l 
^ 2 A ( r + p ) , ^ 2 ^ c ^ / ^ 2A ^ 2^ 
+ E " ^ ^ + E p 1 T + ^ [ E p + E A + T] 
^=1 i=l i=l i=l 
+ A i v , A 0 E ^ ^ - f g + P T - i q 
i=l i=l 
_ / ( ^ 1 ， 料 1 ) ^ ^ ^ — 它 裝 + 厂 一 丑 ] 
=^1 i=l 
A^+1 \ ( , � N N � N-l 
= 1 [ Y" A(r + p) y > � • A — i V J L l 
Z^ flt-i t Z ^ y - i j ^ Z ^ ^ i — i + Z ^ p j 
»=1 Z=1 i=l i=l 
N . 1 , � N-l N+1 � N 
一4[一 • A(r + P) , V ^ l f V 丄 + •丄1 乙 Qt-i 丁乙6{-1」1乙““1卞乙石{-1」 
i=l i=l i=l i=l 
- ^ _ - ) ( i + P ^ ) + 2 T [ - ^ ^ + ^ 
^ H N , N ) l ^ ' ^ - t p ^ ^ , r - R ] 
i=l i=l 




+ [ / _ , + l,AT + l ) ] [ g ^ ^ - g g + p _ ^ ] 
+ W i v ) [ ^ ^ _ ^ l “ “1 
• 2A(i^ + rr) _ 2fi[R - (c + p)r] 
^ l)N-i . (3.8) 
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By using (3.7), (3.8) can be written as 
_ , N ) = 4A,(r + c H - p ) ( ^ f ^ - ^ g ^ ) 
i=l i=l 
- f _ _ _ ^ L _ , Xf^ � 
�A6〜-1 + imN-i 十 XbN-i + fmN) 
, , r y 2A(r + p) f 2 " c 
x [ L - ^ ^ - L F T + ^ " - ^ ' i 
i=l i=l 
+ v \ V , A/i 2A(r+p) 2 ^ 
g � A 6 “ i + y t / a “ A6^i + "a"L ^ ^ ^ 6 ^ ^ 
2A(i? + rr) 2 ^ [ R - { c ^ p ) r 
^ ^ 
= 4 M m + P ) ( A £ i — A E A ) 
i=l z=l 
f V A/i 
�XbN-i+fmN-itxbN-i + fmN) 
, , r y 2A(r+r i $ 2 f i c 
x [ L " ^ i Z T " - L p + P T - H ] 
i=l z=l 
+ Y( Xfi Xfi w2A(r + p) 一 2fic 
台、入6“+—-1 A6" + /ia"L ~ ~ ^ ^ J 
4X^(r + c + p) — 2X(R + rr) _ 2fj,[R-(c + p)T ^ ^ ^ 
( X|j, A/i 
-(A6[i+"a"-i + X6^^zrqp^)[2A(r + p)+pr — R] 
N-l 
= 2 X f i Y ^ A k + BN, (3.9) 
fc=i 
where 
4 = 2(r + c + p ) ( ^ - ^ ) 
f 1 I 1 ..A(r + p ) _ j ^ 
�A6"-i + "a#-i A6^-i + ^N)�^^k y^\ 
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/ 1 1 .,A(r +p) jjLc 
^A6^-i+/za^-i + A6fc-i+/m&h""^ P^]， （謂） 
B = 4Xfi(r + c + p) 2X{R + rr) 2/i[i^-(c + p)r 
N — ^ ^ ^ 
+[R — 2A(r + p) - pr]( ^ + ^ ) (s 川 
乂 “乂 ^ ^^A6 -^i + /ia^-i ^ A6^-i + fia^^- ^ ^ 
Conditions under which A^ and ^ are positive are to be derived. It can be seen 
that Ak can be further reduced to 
A* 
_ 2(r + c + p)(g^-^-6^-^) 
= aNbN-i 
|A(r + p) 1 aN-k 1 aN-k 
a^ ^A6^-i+//a^-i 一 A6^"i + "a"-i + A 6 “ + |jia^ 一 A6^"i+/ia^^ 
fjLc 1 h^-^ 1 bN-k 
- ^ ( A 6 H + / m H - A6^-i + /ia^-i + A6*-i + |m^ _ A6^"i+/ia^^ 
_ 2{r + c + p){a^-^-b^-^) 
= ^ ^ ^ ^ 
I A(r + p) Xb^-^b^-^-a^-^) Xb"(bN-k — a^"^) 
aN \xbk-i + ^a^-i)(A6^-i + ^a^-i) + (A6fc-i+"a，6"-i + /ia— 
f^c iia^-\a^-^-b^-^) fia^(a^-^ - 6^"^) 
" ^ ^ ( A 6 ^ - i + /ia^-i)(Afe^-i + /ia^-i) + (A6“+/ iaM(A6� - i + " a ” ] 
= 2 ( r + c + p ) ( a [ L y - f c ) 
= a^6^-i 
A (^r + p)(b^-fe-a^-fc)6^-\ 1 
^ nA6^-i + A^a^-i)(A6^-i + /ia^-i) 
+ (A6^-i + /xa^)(A6^-i + fmN). 
A^W-^(g^-^-6^-fe) 1 
—~‘ ^ l (A6" + fia^-^){Xb^-^ + /ia^-i) 
+ ^ 
(A6^-i + /ia^)(A6^-i+^a^)J 
= 2 ( r + c + p ) ( c t # - L , - f c ) 
= a — - i 
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bN-k - cjN-k (r + p)X^b^-' c ^ V - i 
+ (Xb^-i + ;,a^-i)(A6^-i + /za^-i) ^ + 6 ^ 
l)N-k _ ^N-k (r + p)AV-i c p V 
+ (A6fc-i + ^a^)(A6^-i + /ia^)L ^ + 6 ^ 
— 2 ( r + c + p ) (g^-^ -6^-^ ) {b^'' - a^-^)[(r + p)XV+k-2 + c;,2^iv+fc-i| 
二 a — - i + a^6^-i(A6^-i + Aia^-i)(A6^"i + /xa^"i) 
(bN-k - g^-^)[(r + p)X%N+k-2 + cfgN+k� 
+^"a^6^-i (A6^-i + Aia^)(A6^-i + fia^)^ 
广 - b N - � 
二 ( aNbN-i )lN,k 
1 ^ q, � (r + p ) X V ^ ' - ' + C f i V ^ ' - ' 
w h e r e C f 2(r + c + p) _ ( 入 … + ^ ) ( 入 ’ 1 + , ) 
(r + p^N+k-2 + c^2^N+k 
'{Xb^-^+|ia^){Xb^-^ + fia^y 
Note that (a^"^ — 6^"^)/a^6^"Hs non-negative, we look at the factor Cjv,k-
CN,k 
= { ( r + c + p)(A'b^^'- ' + X f m N - f i + x^k-ibN-i + ^2^N+k-2^ 
-[{r + p)X'b^^'-' + cf,'a^+'-'])/(Xb'-' + fxa'-')(Xb^-' + "a"—” 
+{(r + c + p)(X'b^^'-^ + Xfjia^b'-' + X|ia'b^-' + 乂仅料” 
- [ ( r + p)A^6^+^-2 + cfi^a^+'])/(Xb'-' + fia'){Xb^-' + " a , 
_ c>HN+12 + (r + c + p)X^a^-^b^-^a^-^ + bN-” + (r + c + p - ac>^+" 
二 (A6^-i + i^xa^-i)(A6^-i + 1^[” 
cX^l)N+k-2 + (y. + c + p)X-kbk-i(aN-k + ^N-fc) + (^  + p)PaTM 
+ (A6^-i + A^a^)(A6^-i + Ma^) ‘ ^ • ) 
Prom the above expression, all the terms but (r + c + p — ac) iJ?a^^^~^ are positive. 
To determine the condition under which Ak > 0, we collect the terms in |j? from 
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both numerators of (3.12) and obtain the following (denominator omitted): 
[(r + c + p - ac)a^+^-2](A6^-i + fia^){Xb^-^ + fia^) 
+ [(r + p ) a , A 6 " + fia'-'){Xb^-' + f i a^ ' ' ) 
二 [(r + c + p - a c ) a ^ M ] ( X ' b ^ ^ ' - ' + Xfia^b'-' + X|ia^-' + fiV^') 
+[(r + p)a^^'](X%^^'- ' + X|ia^- 'b '- ' + Xfia'- 'b^- ' + f i V ^ ' ' ' ) 
= [ ( r + c + p) + (r + p)a' — ac]Aya^^'-'b^+'-' 
+ [(r- + c + p) + (r + p)a - ac]X/2^a^+''-'b^-'(a^-^ + 6^"^) 
+ [(r + c + p) + (r + p)-吟？麟-2. 
Note that Ak > 0 if (i) (r+c+p) + (r+p)a2-ac > 0’ (ii) (r+c+p) + ( r+p)a-ac > 0, 
and (iii) {r + c + p) + (r + p) — ac > 0. It can be easily seen that (iii) implies the 
other two because (r + p)a^ > (r + p)a > (r + p) for a > 1. Then the condition 
for Ak > 0 is given by 
a < l + 2( r+p) /c . 
On the other hand, B^ can be written as 
口 _ 4A/2a^(r + c + p) - 2Xb^-\R + rr) - 2fia^[R - (c + p)r] 
bN = ^FT^i 
^X,[R - 2A(. + p) - P T ] ( A p ； z _ i + 3 ^ ^ ^ z i V ^ ) 
_ 2fj,a^[2X(r + c + p) - R + (c + p)r] — 2A6"_i{R + rr) 
= ^ ^ ^ ^ 
+ • - 2A(r + P) - H ( A “ ^ + w ^ � 
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_ 2fica^(2X + r) - 2Xb^-^(R + rr) - 2fjia^[R - 2A(r + p) — pr 
= ^ ^ ^ ^ 
+ _ - 2A(. + P) - Pr](^^,_, I - ‘ 1 + 於 / + ^N) (3.13) 
_ 2fj,a^[2X(r + p) - R + pr + c(2A + r)) - 2Xb^-\R + rr) 二 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
+ • - 2 枪 + W — � - 1 二 [ 1 + Xb^aN) 
2/ica^(2A + r) - 2Xb^-\R + rr) � � „ 。、， � 
= ^ — — i ^ ^ “ ^ + A"[i?_2A(r+p)-pT] 
. 1 1 2 _ 
x(A6"-i+F^^-i + A6^-i + fj,a^ ~ J^). 
The term l/(A6^"i + /ia^"i) + l/(Xb^-^ + fia^) — 2/(Xb^-^) is always negative 
for all N = 1,2, . . . Thus B^ > 0 if 
‘ 
fj.ca^(2X + r) - A6"_i(i? + rr) > 0, 
< 
R-2X(r + p)-pr < 0. 
� 
Alternatively, another set of conditions can be derived from (3.13) by assum-
ing that R — 2A(r + p) — pr > 0. Then it is also required that the numerator of 
the first term in (3.13) is also non-negative. 
^ca^{2X + T) - Xb^-^{R + rr) - iJ.a^[R - 2X{r + p) — pr] > 0, 
< 
R - 2 A ( r + p ) - p r > 0. 
\ 
In this section, conditions for Di(N, N) to be positive were found. As 
Di{N,N) > 0 implies that C{N + l,iV + 1) - C{N, N) > 0 because of the 
fact that the denominator g{N, N)g(N + 1, N + 1), which is the product of ex-
pected lengths of the cycles, is positive for any value of N. Thus we can state the 
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following result. 
C(AT + l,iV + l ) - C ( i V , N ) > 0 
i f ( l ) 
a < l + 2(r+p) /c , (3.14) 
either (2.1) 
( 
fj,ca^{2X + r) - Xb^-\R + rr) > 0, 
< (3.15) 




Mca (^2A + T) - Xb^-\R + rr) - fia^[R - 2A(r + p) - pr] > 0， 
< (3.16) 
R-2X{r^p)-pr > 0. 
\ 
are satisfied. Therefore, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2 The long run average cost per unit time for policy [N, N) is in-
creasing for all N > 7Vo 
if 
� a < l + 2( r+p) /c , 
either 
( 
"ca"�(2A + r) - A6^_i(i? + rr) > 0, 
(忍」） 一 
i ^ -2A(r + p ) - p r < 0, 
or 
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< 
fj,ca^^{2X + T)-Xb^^-^R + r r ) - f j , a ^ ^ [ R - 2 X { r + p ) - p T ] > 0’ 
{2-2) R-2X(r + p)-pr>0, 
2A(r + c + p) + (c + p)r — R > 0’ 
V 
are satisfied for some No. 
If the above lemma is satisfied and both a and b are not equal 1, then an 
upper bound for N in searching optimal policy can be found. The application of 
the above lemma will be demonstrated in section 3.4. 
3.3.2 The Algorithm 
Theorem 3.2 states the sufficient conditions for C[N, N) to be increasing. 
An algorithm for finding an optimal policy {N*, N*) in policy class {N, N) can 
be outlined accordingly. First of all, we define No = min{n : conditions (1), and 
(2.1) or (2.2) of Theorem 3.2 hold} and N is an integer such that 1 < N < No. 
Steps: 
1. Determine No by Theorem 3.2. 
2. Start with N = No, evaluate C[N, N). 
3. Move N to N — 1, go back to step 2 and continue, until N = 1. 
4. By comparison, find N* s.t. C(N^N*) = min C(N, N). Then (N\N*) 
l<N<No \ ‘ \ ‘ 
is an optimal policy in policy class (iV, N). 
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3.3.3 Some Remarks on Policies (N + l ,N) and (N, N + 1) 
It is found in the simulation study that besides the policy {N, N), optimal 
policies may sometimes from the class (iV+1’ N) or (iV, iV+l). The following sec-
tion will concentrate on these two common policies. Let's consider the difference 
between the long-run average cost per unit time under {N + 1, N) and {N, N), 
given by 
C(N + 1，N) - C(N, N) = L>2(AT, N) / g(N + 1, N) g{N, iV), 
where 
D2{N,N) 
=f{N + 1, N) g{N, N) - /(AT, N) g{N + 1, N) 
^+^A(r+p) f A ( r + p ) ^ /xc ^ " ^ /iC 
= H S ^ ^ + S ^ ^ ) + ( S F T + S F ) i T + ^ ] 
N 0\ N-l 0|| 
X g ^ + S ^ + T - " M ^ 
- h E ^ ^ . E ^ - . . . . l 
2=1 ^ 1=1 ^  
N+1 \ N \ N .. N-l H 
x [ ( S p + S p ) + ( S A + S ^ ^ ) + T - " " + i，M ] 
/V+1 A(r + p) ^ A(r + p), ^ |ic #^i fic ., 
二 H g ^ ^ + g " ^ ) + ( g p + g p ) ] 
N 0\ N-l 0,, 
> < s J ^ + s ^ ) 
f 2 A ( r + p) ^ 1 2fxc 
~^~h a “ 乂1 轩 
N+1 \ N \ N n N-l .j 
x [ ( E ^ + E ^ ) + ( E ^ + E ^ ) ] 
2 = 1 ^ 1=1 ^ t~l ^ t=l ^ 
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N \ N+\ \ N-l ., N n 
+ ( ^ - P . ) [ ( E ^ - E ^ ) + ( E ^ - E ^ ) 1 
+ H M [ - ( f ^ ^ + S ^ ^ ) + ( | ^ + | > 
- l T ] ( _ , _ - i ^ ^ + f ^ 
+ (i? - pr)l-I{N, N) + I(N + 1，N)] 
1 N 1 1 N-l 1 
= 2 A M r + c + p ) ( - E - - ^ E ^ ) 
+ ( i ^ - p r ) ( - A _ ^ ) 
, W A ( r + p) ^ A ( r + p), , (^ "c ^"^ "c 
++(£ ^ ^ - S "^ )+ (S ^ _ S p)j 
- " " 1 ( 1 ¾ ^ + ¾ ¾ ¾ + ¾ ^ + ¾ ^ ) ] 
+ 聊 1 身 倉 ^ ^ + | 舞 
+(i? - VT)[I{N + 1, N) - I{N, N) 
1 N 1 1 N-l 1 
= 2 M " c + p ) ( @ E p — 7 g p ) 
丨"八「 ,n/y^^A(r+p) f A ( r + p) ^ ^ , N i ^ 
+I�N, N�[(g ^ ^ + g ^ ^ ) - ( S ^ + g ^ ) + PT - ^1 
- A - . i , i v ) E ^ ^ - E p ^ . P . - . l 
i=l ^ i—1 ^ 
_ i ^ ( A + _ i ^ ) _ w i ^ _ t o V ] 
、 " 6斤 - " �aN 6^-1 
二 2A,(. + c + p ) ( ^ | ^ - ^ g ^ ) 
+ m ^ / ( w i , i v ) i [ f ; ^ ^ - " E i ^ + r - i q 
i=i a t=i 0^ 
_ A � [ ( � ) A "^ i ^ ( A | ^ ) T � A (c + rt"] (3 17) 
十口，八 aN feiv-iJ � N + bN—i) T[a" 6N-i ].(丄丄广） 
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By substituting (3.7), it yields that 
卿、=2M* + P ) ( A g ^ - ^ | i A ) 
\n N 1 N-1 1 
+ ( > + � , - 1脚+ p � S ^ 一 恤 S ^+PT - ^ 1 
y ( V A/i .r{r + p)X _ _ ^ i 
十 ^ ( A 6 H + — - 1 十 A6“i + " a " L " ~ ^ bN-il 
_mA + J ^ ) . r l - - ^ ^ ^ ] 
� W , - 1 ) � N l,N-l 
1 N-1 1 1 N-1 1 
=2Mr + c + , ) ( ^ E - - ^ E ^ ) 
- ( A 6 4 ^ [ 2 A ( r + P�I h - 2"cg ^ 1 
y . V V (r + p)A _ Cfi 
十 ti ^A6-i + … A 6 ^ - i + )[xa"L , 6^"i^ 
+ ^ ^ ^ - ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ) [ 一 ) + 厂 - 均 
_ m A + J ^ ) _ w l ^ _ i £ ± ^ i 
^ 十 , - " � N l,N-l 
N-l 
= > 4 J i Y A ' k + B'N, (3.18) 
fc=i 
whereA'fc = 2(r + c + p ) ( ^ ^ - ^ ^ ) 
2 (r + p)A 一 c|i 
- (A6"- i + A i a " - i h " " ^ 轩 
If 1 I 1 、[(—入 C/^1 .01QX 
� A 6 H + ^k-i T A6^-i + ^ k ) � ^ ^ ^ J ' � o . i ” J 
=2AMr + c + p) A 11 rX (c + pW 
N , - l VaN^bN-i)�iV J,N-l 
+ ( A b " ? + : a " - , - 2A(r + P�-对 （3.20) 
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Similarly, we derive the condition such that A'^  and B'N are positive. Firstly 
— 2 ( r + c + p)(q^-^-5^-^) 
4 二 a^6^-i 
, � [ , 1 1 1 2 1 
坤 + 观 入 6 “ + < 1 + Mfc-i+"afc)W - (A6"-i + K - i ) & j 
_ u _ _ J _ _ 1 . 1 ( 2 1 
- "c [ (Mfc- i+pfc - i + A ^ ) f c - i + " a � ^ _ ( A ^ ) H + A i a " - i ) # 
_ 2(r + c + p)(a^-^-b^-^) 
= a^6^-i 
Xb'-'(b^-'-a^-') 
+ ( * ) [ t i " ( A 6 H + ^ ) ( A 6 " - i + /ia"-i) 
Xb'- '(b^- ' - a ^ - ' ) - f ia^- '(a - 1) 
+ a^(A6^-i + A^afc)(A6 -^i + /xa^-i) 
- fia^-'{a^-^-b^-^} 
- ^ b [ i ( A 6 * - i + fia^-^)(Xb^-' + Mfl^-i) 
fia^-'(a^-^-ab^-^) 
+ 6"-i(A6fc-i + fj,a^)(Xb^-^ + A^aW-i)j 
_ 2(r + c + p)(a^-^-b^-^) 
二 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
X^r+p)(b^-^-a^-^)b^-' 1 1 
+ ^ a ^ ( A 6 ^ - i + A ^ a ^ - i ) ^ W - i + Aici�-i + A6^-i + /xa^^ 
fi^ca^-^a^-^-b^-^) 1 1 
—6^-i(A6^-i + fmN-” ( A 6 " + fmM + Xb^-'+^a^^ 
fj,{a — 1) .c/xa^ "^ (r+P)^i 
^(A6^-i + fj.a^){Xb^-^ + fia^-^y b^-^ a~~ 
_ 2(r + c + p)(g^-^-6^-fe) 
= ^ ^ v ^ 
(6^fe - giV-fe)[(r + p^N+k-1 + c^2^;v+fc-l] 
+ a^6^-i(A6^-i + /ia^-i) 
W 1 I 1 ^ 
. . ^A6^- i+ / ia^- i A 6 H + — 7 
/i(g-l)[cAta^ - {r + p)Xb^-^' 
+ a6&-i(A6&-i + Aia^)(A6^-i + |j,a^-^) 
— ^ N ^ k _ ^ (r + p)A^6^+ -^2 + Ci^ 2^^+fc-l 
二 a — - i [ 2 " c + P) A6^-i + fmN-i 
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1 1 
x(Afcfc-i+-fc-i + A6A-i+Aia� 
fi{a - l){cfjia^ - {r+p)Xb^-^} 
+ a&k-i(A6&-i + /ia^)(A6^-i + fia^-^) 
aN-k 一 i)N-k , 
= ( a N ^ N - i ~ � C ' N , k . 
The above expression is obtained after a lengthy manipulation, note that 
—cAV+k-2 + V(r + c + p){ahf-\a^-^ + h^-^) 
N,k = (A6 -^1 + "d&-i)(A6H + 辦 鬥 
(r + c + p-ac)AiV+^-2 
+ (A6H + /ia^-i)(A6^-i + /ia^-i) 
cX^l)N+k-2 + (r + c + p)A/ia_-i(a"-&-i + 6^-fe) 
+ (A6^-i + /xa^)(A6^-i + /za^-i) 
(r + p)/j2aW:-i 
+ (XbH+fLa”(XbN-i+fmN-iy 
It follows that 
4' ^k 
= gN-k - ^N-k 以2石歸-2 + Xfi{r + c + p)(a6,-i(a"-& + 6 " - ” 
= a ^ b ^ - ^ { X b ^ - ^ + fia^-^y A6 -^i + "a&-i 
cX^^N+k-2 (r + c + p)A/mW-i(aW-&-i + b^-^){a^-^ - b^-^) 
+ A6fc-i+/zaJ+ a^6^-i(A6^-i + " a " ) ( A 6 " _ i + /ia^-i) 
M(g - l)a^-^6^-^[cA^a^ - {r + p)Xb^-^] 
+ ,6"-i(A6&-i + Aia^-i)(A6^-i + ^a^- i ) 
aN-f^ - bN-f^ (r + c + p - ac)fiV+^-^ (r + p)fiV+^'' 
+ a—-i (A6"- i + A i a — Xb" + — - i + 入6" + — 
= gN-k _ i^ N-k cXV+'-^ + A/i(r + c + p)(ab) ' - ' (a^- ' + b^- ' ) 
= a � ” A 6 " - i + /m"-i)*" A6^-i + /ia^-i 
cA%w*-2 
+ A6"+"a& 
(r + c + p)XfmHk-i(^a2N-2k-i _ 2^7V-2fc) + � _ — i)gAr-i5iv-fc(;^^fc-i + ^fc) 
+ a^6^-i(A6^-i + |ia^){Xb^-^ + fia^-^) 
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/2V-^(a^-^ - b^-^) [(r + p){a + 1) — c(a - l)]A6^-^ 
+ 6"-i(A6"-i + fmN-”�(A6^-i + " a " ) ( A 6 " + fia^) 
[2(r + p) - c(g - l)]fia^-^ 
+ (A6^-i + fia^-^){Xb^-^ + / m ” h 
From the above expression for A[, all but the last term are positive. As a > 1, 
it implies (r + p)(a + 1) > 2(r + p). So the condition for Aj^  to be positive is 
2(r + p) — c(a — 1) > 0, that is the same condition as (3.14). Next we derive the 
condition under which Bj^ > 0. 
= 2 A / i ( r + c + p) _ 丄 _ ^ x _ r ^ — (c + p)pt 
N ^ 叫 ^ 6"-1)— [^— bN-i 
〜 之 』 " … ) - 〜 
_ fj.a^[2X(r + c + p) - R + (c + p)r] - Xb^-\R + rr) 
= ^ ^ ^ ^ 
+ ( A 6 " - i X ^ a " - , — 2 A ( r + p ) - H 
_ fj,a^lpr + 2A(r + p) - R] + y.ca^[2\ + r) - Xh^-^{R + r r ) 
= ^ ^ ^ ^ 
+ ( A 6 " - i ' + " _ J [ f 2 A ( ^ ) - H . 
It is trivial to derive conditions for B'^ > 0 from above. However, going one step 
further may yield the following. 
P' _ iJLca^{2\ + T ) - \ h ^ - \ R + rr) � = ^ ^ ^ 
+ M [ 2 A ( � ) — H ( A “ ^ — 3 ^ ) . 
Based on last two expression and the previous results, we may summarize as 
follows. 
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Theorem 3.3 C(N^1,N)-C{N,N)>0 
if 
a < l + 2(r + p)/c, (3.21) 
and either 
( 
/ica^ (2A + r) - \h^-\R + rr) > 0， 
< - (3.22) 




/ica^ (2A + r) - A6"_i(i? + rr) - fia^[R - 2A(r + p) — pr] > 0, 
< (3.23) 
R-2X{r + p) - pr > 0 
V 
hold. 
The conditions listed in the above lemma are exactly the same as those for 
C(N + 1, N + 1) - C{N, N) > 0. It is interesting to see that we have C{N + 
l,N + 1) > C{N, N) and C{N + l,iV) > C(iV, N) under the same conditions. 
Therefore, in searching an upper bound for N\ it is sufficient to search within 
the policy class (iV, N). 
Another direction to go in finding optimal policy is to compare policy (7V, N) 
with policy (JV, N + 1). Thus we consider 
C(iV, N + 1) — C{N, N) = Ds{N, N) / g{N, N + 1) g{N, N), 
and after a simple algebra, we have 
哪、=2M* + ri(Ag^-^g6) 
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+m ^)[2A(r + p) E ^ , - 2^cE' • + Pr — R] 
i=l a z=l 0 
- m N + l)[2A(r + p) E ^ , — 2^cZ' ^ + pr — R] 
i=l a i=l “ 
,r(^ .nr^(^ + P) _ _M^i _ KR + 厂)_ / 4 ^ - ( c + p)r]. 十〒，』”[~^ ]^ ^ ^ J ^ ^ 
= 2 A M r + c + p ) ( ^ | ^ - ^ g ^ ) 
, r r ^ ,nrA(r + ri _ j ^ _ A(i^ + rr) _ |i[R-{c + p)r] ^ ^ ' ^ ^ “ ^ ^ j ~^ ^ 
1 N-1 1 1 N-\ 1 
= 2 A M r + c + p ) ( - E - - - E - ) 
^ \ V A/i xrA(r + p) — j ^ 
十,ti ^A6-i + /xa^i A6-i + /m"L a " — 6斤-“ 
2A/^(r + c + p) X(R + rr) fi[R- (c + p)r 




w h e r “ ' ‘ = 2(r + c + p ) ( ^ ^ - ^ ^ ) 
,( 1 I 1 uMr + p) f^c 
、；\6&-1 + A a^^ -i Xb>^-i + A^ afcA aN ^ j , ^^'^^^ 
2Xfi{r + c + p) X(R + rr) fx[R-{c + p)r] � = ^ ^ ^ . (3-25) 
It can be seen that A'l is equivalent to 
,,={r + c + p)(a^-' - b^-')(Xb'-' + Am“) + (r + p)Xb^-' - "ca" 
k — a^6^-i(A6^-i + /xa^-i) 
{r + c + p)(a^-' - b^-^){Xb^-' + /xa^) + (r + p )A6[ i - fica^ 
a^6^-i(A6^-i + /ia^) . 
It follows that the first numerator must be less than the second. Conditions under 
which the first numerator is non-negative have to be derived in order to yield the 
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condition for A'l > 0. So it is convenient to denote the first numerator by 
T](k) = (r + c + p){a^-' - b^-'){Xb^-' + fia'-') + (r + p)Xb^-' - yica^. 
It can be shown that r](k) is strictly decreasing by evaluating 
'T]{k^l)-r]{k) 
={r + c + p ) [ ( a " - H - 6"-'-i)(A6& + A^ a^ ) - (a^"^ - 6"1(A6*-i + ^a^"^)] 
= ( r + c + p)[(Aa"-'- i 6' - " a % " _ " ) - ( A a " - % " - "^ ^知-丄石斤-”] 
= ( r + c + p)[Aa"-*-i6“ {h - a) - ^a^-i^^v-fc-i(仃 _ 明 
= - ( r + c + p)(a - h)[ahf-\\a^-^^ + ^h^-^^). 
Hence rj{k + 1) — rj(k) < 0 for all k = 1 , . . . , N — 1 and it follows that 
min rj{k) 二 r/(iV — 1) k 
={r + c + p)(a — b){Xb^-^ + fia^-^) + (r + p)Xb^-' - ^ca^ 
from which the condition for A'j^ > 0 can be found. On the other hand, B'|^ is 
equivalent to 
B； = {2A/i(r + c + p)a^ - Xb^-\R + rr) - fia^[R - {c + p)r])/a^b^-' 
=..{fia^[2X{r + c + p) - R + {c + p)r] — Xb^-'{R + rr))/a^b^-' 
={fia^[c{2X + r) + 2A(r + p) - R + pr] - \b^-\R + r r ) ) /a^6^-^ 
= { ^ c a ^ ( 2 A + r) - Xb^-\R + rr) - fia^[R - 2X{r + p) - pr]}/a^b^-\ 
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The above expression suggests a condition for B'j^  > 0. We concluded this section 
by the following theorem. 
T h e o r e m 3.4 C{N,N^l)-C{N,N)>0 
if 
(r + c + p)(a - b){Xb^-^ + fia^-^) + (r + p)Xb^-' - yLca^ > 0, 
< 
/ica"(2A + r) - Xb^-^{R + rr) - yia^[R - 2A(r + p) — pr] > 0 
V 
hold. 
There are some remarks to Theorem (3.4). The expression in the first in-
equality can be written as 
(r + p)a + c(a - b)]Xb^'^ + [-ca^ + (r + c + p)a — (r + c + p)b]fjia^-^. 
It is found that if 
{r + c + p)-y/A (r + c + p) + V^l � ^ 1 r + p 
a G , and b < - H , 
2c ， 2c - 4 4c ‘ 
where 
A 二 (r + c + p)[(r + p) + c(l - 46)], 
then 
-ca^ + {r + c + p)a - (r + c + p)b > 0. 
Hence the first expression is increasing in N. 
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3.3.4 General Policy (NpN2) 
3.3.4.1 Expressions for First Difference 
The expression (3.3) suggests that the long-run average cost per unit time is 
a function of Ni and N2. As Ni and N2 assume positive integral values only, in 
contrast to taking first derivative in continuous function, we define the following 
for any values of Ni and N<z again. 
C{N1 + l,N2 + l ) - C ( N , , N 2 ) = D,(NuN2)/9(N, + 1, N2 + l)^(iVi, N2), 
C(iVi + l,Ay-C(7Vi,AT2) = D2(Nu N2) / g{N, + 1, N^) g{Nu iV2), 
C{Ni,N2 + l)-C(NuN2) = Ds{NuN2)/g{N,,N2 + l)g{NuN2), 
where 
Di(Ni,N2) 
1 1 2 Nk 1 1 1 2 Nk-l 1 
= A M ^ + c + p ) [ ( - + - ) E E ^ - ( ^ + ^ ) E E ^ ] 
2 Nk+l X(r J_ 29� 2 Nk ,,p 
+/(M,iV2)[E E ^ i ^ - E E | ^ + p r - i ? ] 
k=l i=\ 0. k=l i=i 0 
2 Nk X(j- 4. j)) 2 Nk-l |,r 
-J(ATi + l,iV2 + l ) [ E E ^ ^ - E E ^ , + p r - R ] 
k=i i=i a k=i i=i 0 
-A(i? + r r ) ( ^ + ± ) - ^lR - (c + p ) r ] ( - + ^ ) , (3.26) 
n2(N1,JV2) 
1 2 Nk 1 1 2 Nk-l 1 
= M ^ . c . . ) ( - E E ^ - ^ E E ^ ) 
^T(N . v ^ / f ^ M ^ + P) I ^ A ( r + p ) $ f i c N^i 
+ 寧 1 ， _ ( § ^ i ^ + g ^ ^ ) - ( g p + g P ) + P T - ^ ] 
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2 Nk X(r + v) 2 Nk-1 nr 
- / ( M + l , 7 V , ) [ E E ^ ^ - E E ^ , ^ v r - R ] 
k=li=l a k=l i=l ^ 
Pf X , /^  、 丁 「 入 ( C + P)"1 .o 27^  
-丑 ( ^ + ^ ) ~ T[W “ "^^1' 刚 
Ds(NhN2) 
1 2 Nk 1 1 2 Nk-1 1 
= M r + c + p ) ( ^ E E ^ - ^ E E ^ ) 
• • ( g ^ ^ + f ^ ^ - ( f ^ + i ^ ) + p r - ^ 
2 Nk X(r 4 - ri) 2 Nk-l nr 
-7(iV,,7V, + l ) [ E E ^ ^ - E E ^ , + p r - R ] 
k=\ i=l 0, k=l i=l 0 
- ^ 4 + A ) _ T [ ^ - i ^ ] . (3.28) 
^a^2 1^2-1 ‘ LfliV2 5N2-1 \ > 
Here we give the expression for the functions Di, D2 and D^ in general situations. 
However, no analytical results are obtained concerning about the behavior of the 
cost function in a general sense. 
3.3.4.2 Some Properties of the Cost Function 
Nothing has been mentioned in how to deal with policies other than (iV, N), 
{N + 1, N) and (AT, N + 1). It is suggested that effort should be spent on finding 
optimal policies in the form of (7V*, N*). Tackling the problem in general settings 
involves manipulating the expressions for long-run average cost per unit time given 
by (3.26) - (3.28). This section will shed light on such aspects and begin with the 
following definition. 
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Definition 3.5 The transpose of replacement policy (A i^, N2) for any two-unit 
system is defined as the policy (iV2, Ni). 
Lemma 3.6 f{NuN2)=f{N2,N1). 
The above lemma is trivial but it provides a foothold for evaluating the 
difference between C{Ni, N2) and C(N2, Ni). It is known that 
C(N,,N2) — C(7V2, N,) = f(N,,N2)/g{NuN2) - f[N2, N,)/g{N2, N,). 
In particular, we define 
D4(NuN2) = /(iVi, N2)g(N2, N,) - /(7V2, N,)g(NuN2), where N, > N2. (3.29) 
By applying Lemma 3.6, (3.29) can be further reduced to 
_1,N2) = f(NuN2)[g(N2,N,)-g(NuN2)] 
=f(NuN2)[I{N,,N2)-I{N2,N,)] 
= ( A ^ _ i t ^ i _ i , M ) . 
Comparing the long-run average cost per unit time for policy (A 1^,A 2^) and its 
transpose is surprisingly simple. Although it is assumed that D^{Ni, N2) is defined 
over the class of policies {(A 1^,A 2^) : Ni > N2}, the above results can be applied 
in the same way for the case when Ni < N2. The case when Ni = N2 is trivial. 
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Lemma 3.7 C(A 1^,A 2^) _ C(N2,N1) > 0 (< 0) if and only iff(N1,N2) > 0 
(< 0) for all policies in the class {(iV1,iV2) : Ni > A^}，where 
2 Nk 1 2 Nk-l 1 
/(iVi,iV2) = -A(r + p ) ^ ^ — + ; . c ^ 5 ^ ^ - p r + i?, 
k=l i=l k=l i=l 
is defined in (3.4). 
Remarks: it can be shown that for Ni • N2 
c{NuN2)—c(7v2,N,) = ( - i r ( A" ) [, /(爪，爪)__ 、 �、‘)、)^>^b-+f^ar^^^9{N,,N2)9{N2,N,y 
where m = I{N1<N2) and n = min(7Vi, N2) — 1. 
The above lemma is true regardless of the distributions taken by the operating 
time, repair time and replacement time. Knowledge in the function f{N1,N2) is 
crucial in comparing any two transposing policies. Its significance comes into effect 
when determining optimal policies in general. The function f{N1,N2) possesses 
some mathematical properties that make the tasks in searching for optimal policies 
easier. 
Lemma 3.8 Given a finite N2 and Ni ~> 00，then f{N1,N2) — 00. It follows 
that C{N1,N2) > C{N2,N1) for sufficiently large Ni. 
Lemma 3.9 The minimum value of f{N1,N2) exists and locates at (1,1) or 
(n*,n*) and n* is given by 
— H X a { r + p)/{fib^c)] 
"'-L H^) J . (3.30) 
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where [a：:」 denotes the smallest positive integer greater than or equal to x. 
Proof. Firstly, for some fixed N2, we have 
h m = m , N � - m — i , 州 = — 二 ; 丄 ^ 1 ^ ’ \ (3.3i) 
Similarly, for some fixed Ni, 
酬 = m u ^ 2 ) - f(NuN, - 1) = " '二二 : + _严 2 - 2 . (3.32) 
By considering (3.31) and (3.32), if the condition ^ca > A(r + p) is satisfied, then 
/(7Vi, 7V2) is monotone increasing and hence /(1,1) is the minimum value. 
If this is not the case, it can be seen that h{Ni) is increasing for Ni = 1,2’ …. 
By (3.31), it implies that for any fixed N2, a unique minimum value of /(A^i, N2) 
exists at N! = n*. The quantity n* is obtained by considering the inequalities 
h(n*) < 0, h(n* + 1) > 0. 
By symmetry, for any fixed Ni = n*, f(n*,N2) is minimized at N2 = n*. It follows 
immediately that f{N1,N2) attains its minimum value at (n*,n*). • 
These two properties immediately lead to the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.10 There exists n � > 0 such that f(Ni, N2) > 0 for all N1,N2 > n,o. 
Conclusively, it can be seen that f{N1,N2) is a convex function defined on 
the set of all positive integers. As a guideline in searching optimal policy, if 
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the minimum value of f{N1,N2) is found to be greater than zero, then from 
(3.29) the optimal policy {N*,N^), must be in the class {(A 1^,A 2^) : Ni < N2}. 
Otherwise, n^ must be evaluated and {N^, N2) belongs to the union of classes 
{(N1,N2) ： 7Vi,A 2^ < no} and {(iV1,iV2) ： N2 > N^ > no}. 
3.4 Numerical Investigation 
The performance of Theorem 3.2 in the section 3.3.1 is now evaluated. The 
results are compared with computer simulation of the process by actually gener-
ating the lifetimes. Briefly speaking, an upper bound N^ for N* is suggested by 
Theorem 3.2 such that the optimal policy {N*, N*) can be found in finite steps 
under certain weak conditions. Here we observe its performance by comparing 
the values of No with the optimal policy (A^,A^) in general policy class. The 
following sets of parameters are fixed in each of three computer optimizations: 
A. r = 0.5, c = 1, T = 1, p = 10 and R = 50, 
B. r = 0.5, c = 1，T = 1, p = 0 and R = 50, 
C. r = 0.5, c = 1’ T = 1’ p = 10 and R = 5. 
Other parameters are varied and used in combinations: a = 1’ 1.05,1.1，b = 
0.9,0.95;1, A = 5,10,20 and ^ = 0.5,1,2. Based on these parameters, the value 
of No is computed for each combination. For example, we choose a = 1，b = 0.9, 
A = 5 and /i = 0.5 in (A), then the upper bound can be computed as follows. 
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(I) 1 + 2(r + p)/c - a = 21 > 0 implies that (3.14) holds; 
(II) evaluate R - 2A(r + p) - pr = —65 < 0; 
(III) finally, substituting the parameter values into "ca^(2A + r) 
-Xb^^-\R + rr) > 0 that gives 5.5 — 252.5(0.9产。—1 > 0. To satisfy 
the inequality, No must be at least equal to 38. This gives the upper 
bound for N*. 
The tme optimal policy is found by computing the value of C(A^1,A^2) for 
sufficiently large N^ and N2 (here we choose iV!, N2 < 100) and find its minimum 
value. Results of computer optimization are summarized in tables A.1-A.3 of 
Appendix A. Note that when a = 1 and b = 1, conditions (2.1) or (2.2) of Theorem 
3.2 are usually not satisfied. Hence no upper bound is given. Furthermore, optimal 
policy cannot be found in (A) — (C) even we have tried 7Vi, N2 < 10000! So we 
may conclude the optimal policy in this case is not to replace the system. It can be 
seen that the bound is always less than N* and this agrees with our expectation. 
The reason why only policy class (7V, N) is considered is also justified. However, 
Theorem 3.2 fails for most of the cases in parameter set B. This may be due to 
zero penalty cost. 
Tentatively, further simulations suggested that N{ and N; in the optimal 
replacement policy { N ^ N ; � a r e related to other parameters in the system (with 
two identical units) as follows: 
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• decrease as a increases (Operating time decreases at a faster rate after each 
failure) 
• tends to infinity as b tends to 1 (Repair time tends to be constant). However, 
this may be related to the values of r and c. 
• decrease as reward rate r increases 
• decrease as repair rate c increases 
• increase as 入 （ 1 s t operating time) increases 
• decrease as /i (1st repair time) increases 
• decrease as penalty cost p increases (The solution is not in the form of 
{N\ N*) or {N* + 1’ N*) for p = 0 !!) 
• increase as replacement cost R increases 
To further investigate the problem, computer simulation is carried out. Geo-
metrically decreasing and increasing random variates axe generated to simulate 
the operating and repair times respectively. In our study, 100 operating times 
and 100 repair times are generated to simulate one cycle. The average cost per 
unit time is then computed for every policy (iVi’ N2). Then an optimal policy is 
obtained for that cycle. 1000 cycles axe simulated and the average optimal policy 
is yielded. Tables for the average optimal policy are given in Appendix B for 
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reference. Comparing the average optimal policy with true one, they are close to 




Extended warranty is not a new concept to the consumer. It extends the 
normal warranty to offer protection to the consumer over a longer period. In our 
analysis, an indifferent policy is obtained for the consumer. Note that the calcu-
lations are based on the assumption that the consumers always have information 
so they choose the optimal action. However, this is not the case in real situation. 
Suppose a manufacturer offers warranty to a group of consumers, it is unlikely 
that all the consumers choose the best options. Therefore, the expected cost to 
the consumer may be underestimated and the expected cost to manufacturer is 
thus overestimated. The results given are conservative to manufacturers because 
8 4 
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the worst situation is assumed. 
Although an optimal policy for the two-unit redundant system cannot be 
found analytically, a finite algorithm is proposed. The conditions required for the 
existence of an upper bound are weak. However, from computer optimization, 
the algorithm sometimes fails when there is no penalty cost. It is found that in 
such situations, conditions (2.1) and (2.2) of Theorem 3.2 are not satisfied at all. 
Moreover, our results are only limited to two identical unit with exponentially 
distributed lifetimes. 
4.2 Suggestion to Further Studies 
In practice, extended warranty can usually be extended several times. Annual 
renewal of the extended warranty is possible in home appliances. However, the 
warranty can only be extended for several times, annually for 5 years say. Analysis 
of a m-period extended warranty (m finite) can be preformed to find optimal 
number of renewals to both consumers and manufacturers. Another way to go is 
to assume geometric decreasing working time of the product. 
On the other hand, further research may concentrate on a more general frame-
work for the two-unit redundant system. A system with units of different qualities 
(especially primary unit is better) should be considered. The distributional as-
sumption of operating and repair time may not limit to exponential. Weibull, 
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lognormal and other common life distribution may yield significantly different 
results. 
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